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PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NASA FACSIMILE SYSTEM DIRECTORY
LIST OF EFFECTIVE PAGES
This directory provides a system description, a station listing, and operating procedures
for the Program Support Communications Network (PSCN) NASA Facsimile System.
This directory will be updated every six months either by a complete revision or by issuing
a change packet. When the directory or change packet is reissued, discard the old
directory or pages and replace with the current issue.
Original 8-15-85
Reissue 8-15-92
Any changes or corrections noted in this directory by the user may be submitted to
Configuration Management, by calling Shirley Norris at 205/544-6072. Information may
also be sent through NASAmail, to the Configuration Management mailbox
"ENDUSERS."
The designated Point-of-Contact for each facsimile machine is responsible for
promptly notifying Configuration Management of any move/change associated with
the facsimile machine. The reporting of this data directly affects the accuracy of
the Geographic Station Listing in this directory, A Facsimile Change Form has
been attached in Appendix D for convenience in submitting changes.
The information contained in this directory is provided for official Government business
only. Non-official or personal use of this information is prohibited by law (see NMB
1900.1c dated June 1987).
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INTRODUCTION
The NASA Facsimile System is a convenient and efficient means of spanning the
distance, time, and cost of transmitting documents from one person to another. In the
spectrum of communication techniques, facsimile bridges the gap between mail and data
transmission. Facsimile can transmit in a matter of minutes or seconds what would take
a day or more by mail delivery. The NASA Facsimile System excels from the standpoint
of error rate, and user assistance.
The NASA Facsimile System is composed of several makes and models of facsimile











Thermal Paper Portable Group 3
Thermal Paper Group 3
Thermal, Rolled Paper
Thermal, Rolled Paper
Two Piece (Separate Printer)
Plain Paper Group 3
Plain Paper Group 3
Plain Paper Group 3
Plain Paper Group 3/4
User training and an Operating Guide are provided with each
facsimile machine upon installation. Should you require
assistance, please contact the Customer Support Center at
204/544-1771.
The system also supports the 3M FaxXchange network controllers located at Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC). The Geographical Station Listing for the facsimile machines
is found in appendix A.
The PB 8100 is the original facsimile service for the PSCN. To meet user needs and
requirements, the MSFC Information Systems Office is replacing the PB 8100 facsimile
machine with a newer model. These transceivers operate over standard voice-grade
telephone lines and are capable of being interconnected through the Program Support
Communications Network (PSCN). End-user services are provided through local
telecommunications facilities at each NASA center where users access the PSCN for
intercenter transmissions. (See Figure 1). The PSCN provides backbone trunking and
switching for the NASA Facsimile System, with access to the Federal
Telecommunications System (FTS) and with commercial direct distance dialing (DDD) for
off-net users.
NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
Network management and control are provided through the Network Management Control
System (NMCS) located at the MSFC Network Processing Center (NPC). This system
enables NPC to monitor network status, often leading to problem correction before a
major interruption is experienced. All network switching nodes and trunk lines are
monitored by the Customer Support Center, thereby providing rapid analysis and










Figure 1. NASA Facsimile System
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OBTAINING NEW SERVICE
The following steps are taken to process new requests or changes to existing
requirements for facsimile service:
o The user submits the Request For Service (RFS), along with a statement
of justification, to the appropriate organizational manager at the user's
installation.
, The Communications Coordinator or the NASA PSCN Representative
validates and approves the request, based upon the user's justification, and
forwards it to the local Program Support Communications (PSC) Site
Representative. (Refer to appendix E.)
3. The PSC Site Representative provides the appropriate coordination.
. After implementation of the requirement or service, the user is provided
necessary service information by the PSC Site Representative
3M FAXXCHANGE - FEATURES AND OPERATION
3M FaxXchange, a traffic control center for the NASA Facsimile System, has been
established to allow users to use several enhanced features of the facsimile network. The
microcomputer-controlled FaxXchange receives and retransmits documents from facsimile
machines over the telephone to one or multiple facsimile machines. It also has the
capability of either sending a document immediately or delaying the transmission. The
FaxXchange converts the signals of every users facsimile machine into a format that is
compatible with other CCITT Group 2 and 3 facsimile machines.
The users of facsimile machines often desire to send the same facsimile messages to
multiple locations. These multiple messages, called BROADCASTING, are coordinated
through the FaxXchange. Users requiring assistance should call the FaxXchange by
dialing 205/544-6182. If the FaxXchange cannot be reached, a request for assistance
may be submitted through the Network Management Center (NMC) by dialing 205/961-
4400.
The following steps must first be taken in order to use the features that FaxXchange
offers:
° An account must be established through the FaxXchange by dialing 205/544-6182.
Upon receiving a request for an account, the FaxXchange will forward a copy of





After receiving the form from FaxXchange, the user lists the numbers in each
individual account needing to be established. A user may have up to 99 lists.
Each list is limited to 99 telephone numbers.
After returning the completed form, FaxXchange will set up an account for users
and designate an ID number and a three-digit access code. After the account is
set up by the FaxXchange, a copy of the broadcast list will be forwarded to the
originator containing the numbers as they were entered into the accounts and an
instruction sheet for sending the messages.
The three-digit access code is combined with two other numbers to designate
which service(s) the user wishes to utilize. An example code may look like this
393"1"01"*. The code is defined below for further clarification:
_ 393 _ *
ACCESS CODE
* ( Ol )
OPERATION DESTINATION
CODE CODE
393--The Access Code that was issued to new users by FaxXchange. (Discussed
in point number 3 above)
1---The operation code designates which service(s) of the FaxXchange the user
wishes to use. The "1" in this example tells the FaxXchange to transmit the
message immediately. A list of these Operation Code numbers begin on
page 5.
01---The destination code designates which broadcast list of number(s) the user
desires to be used to deliver this message. On the form that is initially filled out
by the user, each series of numbers constitutes a separate list. Each list may
contain 99 numbers. In this example "01" tells the FaxXchange to transmit the
message to broadlist list number one.
Up to 10 destination codes may be entered into the destination field as long as an
asterisk (*) separates each entry and double asterisks (**) follow the last entry.
Destination codes are discussed in further detail on page 6.
After deciding on the service the user desires the FaxXchange to activate, and
which Broadcast list of numbers to use, the user is ready to transmit the
document. The following steps must be implemented to begin transmission:
a. Dial the FaxXchange at 205/544-9568.
b. Wait for a three (3) second tone.







Key in an asterisk (*)
Key in an operation code (1,2,3,4,5, or 6).
Note: Operation codes are discussed in further detail below.
Key in an asterisk (*)
Key in the destination code. Destination codes are discussed in further
detail on page 6.
Key in **. A two-frequency tone will be heard after entering the **. At this
point, depress the send button on the facsimile macl-,;ne and hang up the
phone. The completed numbers should be reflected in the following
manner: 393"1"01"*
For each series of lists, the same procedure is followed except to change
the last two digits. For example, to send list number two the code is
changed to look like the following series: 393"1"02"*.
Upon completion of the transmission to all sites, the FaxXchange will send
a confirmation sheet, which is similar to a journal, to the sender's facsimile
machine showing the status of the broadcast. The FaxXchange will make
three attempts (one every five minutes) to send the document to each
destination number. If the destination number is unreachable after three
attempts, the document is stored in a mailbox for 12 hours and will show
up on the confirmation sheet as an undeliverable document. If the
message cannot be delivered in twelve hours, the message is automatically
deleted for that number.
OPERATION CODES
Operation Codes
Code 1 -Transmit Immediately
Code 2 - System-Wide Dispatch
Transmitting can be delayed until
(determined by the FaxXchange).
Code 3 - After Hours Forwarding
scheduled system-wide dispatch time
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The FaxXchange can store one or more documents and forward them at a
predetermined time (set by the FaxXchange) to take advantage of lower telephone
rates, or at a time when the destination facsimile machines are not busy. Key in
the number of hours of delay by following the code 3 with a two-digit number ( ex:
01) through the maximum number of hours determined by the FaxXchange.
NOTE: Follow the above sequence for any receiving operation. If the user enters
an invalid code, it will be indicated by several beeps in the handset. If this
happens begin again at step 3. If you realize you have made an entry error, press
the pound key on your phone twice (##). When you hear the beeps, begin again
at step C.
Broadcastinq
The operation code is optional based on when and how the user desires the
message to be transmitted.
Destination Codes
Up to 10 destination codes may be entered into the destination field as long as an
asterisk (*) separates each entry and double asterisks (**) follow the last entry.








If you used any operation code other than 4 or 5 and are not
sending to a broadcast list, you may enter the receiving
location telephone number.
Mini-codes may be used in place of destination telephone
numbers. The FaxXchange assigns a mini-code to each
user's facsimile machine. Contact the FaxXchange for further
information.
To send to multiple locations on a broadcast list, you must
key in the broadcast list number(s) provided by the






When the receiving machine is busy, the FaxXchange will automatically call back a
specified number of times. (This number will be set by the FaxXchange.)
Automatic Receiving
If you have an auto-receive facsimile machine, the FaxXchange will automatically send
documents to your location. If you have a manual-receive facsimile machine, you can call
the FaxXchange to receive documents that are being stored for you in the electronic
mailbox. The sender must have placed these documents into the mailbox for retrieval.
Copy Delivery Confirmation
A confirmation report will be sent to the location transmitting the document(s). The
confirmation sheet reports whether or not the documents were delivered.
New International Service
The Direct International Facsimile (FAX) service permits users at NASA sites to directly
send documents to European Space Agency (ESA) sites. This service eliminates the
need for the sender to contact a local operator to place the international call. Using the
store and forward 3M FaxXchanges, users can receive facsimile documents and
simultaneously send them to multiple destinations.
The NASA and ESA FaxXchanges are networked together through an X.25/X.75 gateway.
The FaxXchange for NASA is located at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Alabama,
and the FaxXchange for ESA is located at ESOC in Germany. The following block
diagram shows the existing service configuration:
Figure 2. European Space Agency Connectivity
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There are two ways to use the direct international facsimile service. Users can send
documents to a site (where the site is responsible for forwarding the FAX to the
designated individual) or directly to a specific ESOC FAX number.
Sending a FAX to an ESA Site
1. Obtain a three-digit FaxXchange access code.
To obtain an access code, contact Ms. Len Martin PSCN Gateway at
205/544-6182.
. Include on the FAX cover sheet the site name, telephone number, and the
first and last name of the user who is to receive the FAX.
. Using the following table, determine the FAX distribution list number for the
site receiving the FAX. The ESA site forwards the FAX to the designated
individual at that site through a central facility.









ESA Fucino Ground Station, Italy
Maspalomas Ground Station, Spain
















Insert the document into the FAX-machine feeder.
Place the FAX machine in an off-hook state:
Some FAX machines has a VOICE button, others may require the handset
to be lifted.
Dial the telephone number of the NASA FaxXchange and waft for the tone
to end. (205)544-5684.
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7. To begin sending the documents, enter the following code:
ACCESS CODE*OPSCODE*0095FAXNUMBER**
NOTE: Use OPSCODE 1 for immediate delivery.
EXAMPLE: To send a FAX to any ESTEC number use:
ACCESS CODE'1"0095102"*
8. After **, you should hear a tone, then press SEND. (If you hear three short
beeps, an incorrect sequence was entered. Please reenter or call the
Customer Support Center.)
9. To send a FAX to more than one FAX machine (at one or combination of
sites), enter:
ACCESS CODE*1*0095FAXNUMBER*0095FAXNUMBER**
EXAMPLE: To send a FAX to ESOC, ESA HQ, and ESA Fucino Station,
the command is:
ACCESS CODE*I *0095101 *0095103"0095108"*
NOTE: End the string of FAX numbers with two asterisks.
A confirmation that successful delivery to the destination ESA FAX machine is sent
to the local FAX machine.







Obtain a three-digit FaxXchange user code.
Complete the FAX cover sheet.
Obtain the users ESOC telephone number
Insert the document into the FAX-machine feeder
Place the FAX machine in an off-hook state.
Dial the telephone number of the NASA FaxXchange and wait for the tone
to end.
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. Use the last four digits of the user's ESOC telephone number for the FAX
NUMBER. To begin sending documents, enter the following sequence:
ACCESS CODE*OPSCODE*0095FAXNUMBER#2**
EXAMPLE: To send a FAX to a user at ESOC number
49-6151-90-2651, the command is:
ACCESS CODE*I "0095"#651#2"*
NOTE: Terminate the ESOC FAX numbers with a #2.
. After **, you will hear a tone, then press SEND. (If you hear three short
beeps, an incorrect sequence was entered. Please reenter or call the
Customer Support Center.)
9. To send a FAX to more than one FAX machine (at ESOC and/or
combination of other ESA sites), enter the following sequence:
ACCESS CODE 1 0095FAXNUMBER 0095FAXNUMBER ...
EXAMPLE: To send a FAX to ESOC numbers 2651 and 2908, ESA HQ
and ESA Fucino Station, the command is:
ACCESS 0ODE'1"00952651#2"00952908#2"0095103"0095108
NOTE: End the string of FAX numbers with two asterisks.
A confirmation that successful delivery to the destination ESA FAX machine is sent
to the local FAX machine.
Problems and Solutions
If you encounter problems when using the FaxXchange, check to ensure that the
telephone line is operational, verify that power is being supplied to your facsimile
machine, then repeat your procedures. If trouble persists, contact the NMC through the
Customer Support Center at 205/544-1771.
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TROUBLE REPORTING PROCEDURES
Before notifying the Customer Support Center at MSFC of communications problems, the
user should verify, if possible, that the equipment is properly working by checking the
following conditions:
a. The telephone circuit is operational and equipment is connected
properly.
b. Power is being supplied to the facsimile machine.
c. All cabling and plugs are firmly seated.
All communications troubles (data/voice/video/message) will be reported to the Customer
Support Center at MSFC by calling 205/544-1771. The Customer Support Center is oper-
ated 24 hours a day. Reports should contain the following information:
a. Serial number of facsimile machine
b. Facsimile phone number
c. The location of the facsimile machine
d. The name and telephone number of the person reporting the trouble
e. Complete details of the trouble experienced, including any error
messages received
The Customer Support Center will initiate a trouble report, perform diagnostics and take
expeditious action to clear the problem, using all available facilities.
When the problem has been resolved, the Customer Support Center will contact the user
and the user will then test the circuit to verify that the trouble has been cleared. If the
trouble has not been resolved, the Customer Support Center will take further action to
clear the trouble. When the user advises that the trouble has been cleared, the Customer
Support Center will close the trouble ticket.
Customer satisfaction confirmation is required prior to the closure of any trouble ticket.
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APPENDIX A
GEOGRAPHIC STATION LISTING




Location, Room and Organization Each location is listed
alphabetically by state, then by city or NASA Center. After the city
or NASA Center designation, the facsimile machine locations are
listed alphabetically according to organization name. The room
number is listed for each organization along with the organization
code.
Contact and Contact Number - The name and the telephone number
of the person monitoring facsimile operation.
Facsimile Numbers The telephone number to be dialed for
document transmission to the corresponding location.
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
CONTROL
BEN GUERIR
BUILDING TELESCOPE ROOM SI ROJAS, R. 809-725-2620 809-880-2774
COMPLEX B
COOPERS ISLAND
I011 LSO426 CLINTON, K. 407-861-0800 212-446-211
BERMUDA
MOSCOW
LOGISTICS BIERWAGEN, R. 301-286-7797 301-286-5472
3 PERVOMAYSKAYA
SANTIAGO




DE ESTUD SOTOMAUOR, C. 562-844-1003 562-844-1003
RUST 243 RUST WILKIE, J.






BAC iiC3 KA03 LEE, J.
GRUMMAN 2016 MTC MCGILL, J.
GRUMMAN 2063 MTC MCGILL, J.
GRUMMAN 3033 MTC MCGILL, J.
LOCKHEED SUITE 400 LOC KAEDING, T.
MDAC 2ND FLR MDDAFE ABRAMS, M.
NTI 40 EO31 OWENS, J.
PRC 258 PRC ROGERS, F.
RI 204 RI FOSTER, G.
RI 339 RIZA04 MILLER, V.
RI/BDM AI8 RI PATTON, J.

























FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-2
LOCATION
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18 RIZA07 TIDMORE, S.
2B19 RI EDMONSON, B.
SUITE 45 RA02 ADLER, C.
SUITE 45 RA02 ADLER, C.
LOBBY TBE TAYLOR, D.
SUITE 405 TMIS MUSCHLER, L.
PROC PRATER, M.
SECURITY USBI JACOBS, B.
RI COX, B.
C-7 HF OLSON, K.
101 BOEING RICHARDSON,
102 IIS OULTON, J.
106 BOEING MCDANIEL, T.
113 BOEING TAYLOR, S.
114 BOEING CONLEY, C.
114 BOEING HAYES, A.
II4G BAMSI DAVIS, D.
II5A BOEING WHEELER, D.
116 BCSS SHELL, K.
118 BOEING MCCLAIN, J.
I18C BOEING PHILLIPS, T.
119 BOEING ROOD, L
200 BOEING STAPLER, P.
200 BOEING WYNN, S.
201 BCSS STEWART, L.
CRF BOEING ADAMS, B.
WAREHOUSE BAMSI PIERCE, J.
2112 TRADEZ MILLER, D.
COMM CENTER 42071B-4 0255 M. RETRICK
4200 GIIC CN22 TURNER, J.
4200 G24 TMD WILSON, G.
4200 G26 MSI SIMS, S.
4200 G38A CN51 WEST, T.
4200 101 CA10 DICKERSON, M.
4200 106 BOEING DALTON, T.
4200 149 CC01 AUSTIN, P.
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COMMCENTER 4207/B-4 0255 M. RETRICK
4200 210 AT01 MASSEY, N.
4200 216 AP54 SIMMONS, T.
4200 216 TA01 ANGLIN, B.
4200 222A MS03 LYLES, C.
4200 223 CR02 HALL, J.
4200 330 PD31 FRENCH, T.
4200 421 PAOIS PARKS, R.
4200 508A TA01 GUNTER, A.
4200 526 EJ31 TAYLOR, W.
4200 601 KA01 TURNER, B.
4200 609 KA01 TURNER, B.
4200 712A ER01 CLEMMONS, S.
4200 730E EM35 LEMASTER, C.
4200 8086 BC01 CHAPMAN, J.
4200 818 CE01 RICE, J.
4200 821 BC01 CHAPMAN, J.
4200 916 DX GUTHRIE, T.
4200 922 DX01 PEARSON, A.
4201 Q22 AP20 HAMMOND, V.
4201 119 AP01 MICK, J.
4201 127 AP01 VANDERGRIFF,
4201 131A AP23 MCCALL, S.
4201 204B AP01 SPANN, J.
4201 228B AP01 SPANN, J.
4201 3RD FL HALLWAY EE41 AGEE, K.
4201 300 FA51 AGEE, L.
4201 322 AP30 HILL, P.
4201 334 FA34 WILLIAMS, M.
4201 340D FA01 JOHNSON, S.
4201 427 FA31 PRIEST, B.
4201 430 JA61 BUTCHER, S.
4201 437B FA41 HOLLAND, S.
4201 447B EJ63 BELCHER, J.
4201 5TH FL HALLWAY JA02 GLOVER, S.
4201 606 JA02 LOW, D.
4201 611 JA01 GLOVER, S.
4201 624A FA41 HOLLAND, S.
4202 BI09B MSI POOL, D.
4202 WEST CROSSHALL BCSS PRICE, L.
4202 100A CM22 ARNOLD, J.
4202 200B RI BULLARD, G.
4202 206 EE51 BENDALL, S.
4202 211 EE51 BENDALL, S.
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COMM CENTER 4207/B-4 0255 M. HETRICK
4202 300E BOEING NUNLEY, J.
4202 307 BOEING NUNLEY, J.
4202 314 BOEING NUNLEY, J.
4202 332 SA71 BRAMON, C.
4202 405 SA21 WEBB, D.
4202 405E EE24 THIGPEN, M.
4202 407 BOEING GLENN, F.
4202 409 SA01 MADDOX, J.
4202 413A SA21 CONE, J.
4202 417 EE23 LEBERMAN, M.
4202 423 RI BLEVINS, C.
4202 432 EE24 THIGPEN, M.
4202 509A SA45 LOWREY, B.
4202 510 SA41 LYLE, B.
4202 515B EEl1 FLETCHER, V.
4202 534B EEl2 HUBBARD, J.
4202 6TH FL-EAST CR RI MADDOX, J.
4202 601 SA61 DILLARD, D.
4202 617 AP41 DUKE, F.
4203 TRI AB22 DAYTON, C.
4207 B-I BOEING REGISTER, W.
4207 B-4 0255 HETRICK, H.
4207 B-4 0255 HETRICK, H.
4207 B-4 0255 HETRICK, H.
4207 CDC BENDIX AMARANENI, R.
4207 CDC BOEING BRITTO, R.
4207 NMC BOEING REGISTER, W.
4207 TRI BOEING CUNNINGHAM, A.
4207 TRI BOEING SOTHERLAND, D.
4207 i00 BOEING SELVAGE, P.
4207 103 BOEING KARNS, C.
4207 106 BOEING STINSON, D.
4207 iii BOEING GAYLE, N.
4207 112 BOEING MODER, K.
4207 114 BOEING ARRINGTON, M.
4207 115 GE SARGENT, B.
4207 121 BOEING KIRKWOOD, T.
4207 130 BOEING KARNS, C.
4207 140A BOEING LANGLEY, D.
4207 140B GE DEAN, T.
4207 140C BOEING LANGLEY, D.
4207 145 BOEING JONES, K.



























































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-5
LOCATION
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
ALABAMA
MSFC
COMM CENTER 4207/B-4 0255 M. HETRICK
4487 BII0 EB41 SPARKS, B.
4487 B132 EB22 GOLLEY, P.
4487 B175 EB23 WRIGHT, J.
4487 B254 EB33 SEILER, B.
4487 C207 EBII BRAZIER, R.
4491 103 MSI STEWART, B.
4492 116 HA01 WALES, M.
4492 116 HA01 WALES, M.
4493 104 PF24 SPIVEY, P.
4551 1 ES74 RATHZ, T.
4554 1 MMC LUFRUI, R.
4561 219 EP73 TAYLOR, S.
4570 TRI NIC PETERSON, D.
4570 156 EP76 WHITAKER, D.
4570 200 EP76 BARRON, R.
4583 II4B EP55 ESKRIDGE, R.
4583 171C EP75 GATEWOOD, B.
4610 TR254 CA10 KENITZER, A.
4610 TR259 EO35 FOOSHEE, D.
4610 TR261 EB24 HOUSE, A.
4610 TR262 P&W WHITE, A.
4610 TR269 BOEING STILL, R.
4610 TR289 NTI RIGSBY, P.
4610 TR291 GDS GOODALE, M.
4610 I075A EL03 HAWKINS, D.
4610 1085 EO02 THOMAS, G.
4610 2015 EO41 WALTON, D.
4610 2078 EL01 FULMER, C.
4610 2098 EL51 BETHAY, S.
4610 3003 ED33 LONG, B.
4610 3035 ED61 JONES, V.
4610 3065 ED61 GOLDEN, B.
4610 3098 EL31 GUEST, L.
4610 4021 ED21 EATON, P.
4610 4026 ED51 MARMERRY, W.
4610 4701A ED64 BRYAN, D.
4610 5025 ED21 EATON, P.
4612 HIGH BAY EO34 KING, J.
4612 HIGH BAY BOEING HILL, D.
4612 PCTC NTI BYNUM, P.
4612 PCTC EO35 FOOSHEE, D.
4612 10A EO34 RUNDT, R.
4612 1021 EH22 DERAMUS, G.
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CO_ CENTER 4207/B-4 0255 M. HETRICK
4614 109 ES43 JAMES, M.
4618 105A EH23 SHARFF, L.
4619 109 EL63 HOFFMAN, R.
4619 II3E EO31 BURNS, A.
4619 144 ED71 CARMACK, K.
4619 215 ED25 HAMILTON, P.
4623 105 EH02 DAVIS, E.
4629 TRI MDSSC BALK, R.
4646 1 MSI SALISBURY, J.
4646 202 PA01S PARKS, R.W.
4649 HIGH BAY JA02 MARGAN, S.
4649 1 MDSSC MAHONY, F.
4650 LOBBY NTI NORLAND, C.
4650 118 TBE DANIEL, K.
4650 120A AB35 BURDINE, R.
4650 135 AB35 BURDINE, R.
4653 30 BOEING OLIVER, C.
4654 113 BOEING MCCOY, J.
4656 2ND FL SW END EP64 TYGIELSKI, P.
4663 A010 BOEING KIRBY, B.
4663 A012 BOEING PAXSON, A.
4663 AI01 JA67 SOLOMON, D.
4663 A201 EO34 BROOKS, M.
4663 A201 NTI BROOKS, M.
4663 A209 EO34 WADE, B.
4663 A212 RI THOMPSON, J.
4663 A214 EO34 BRADLEY, M.
4663 A220 BOEING WEBB, D.
4663 A221 BOEING KIMES, B.
4663 A222 EO34 WADE, B.
4663 A260 ES44 CARLSON, C.
4663 A286 EO34 WADE, B.
4663 BI02B BOEING KROM, E.
4663 BI4 BOEING MIZE, K.
4663 B202 AI01 DUFFEY, C.
4663 B212 AI52 BRANDAUER, K.
4663 B255 AI53 RABY, J.
4663 B293 BOEING BOYD, G.
4663 CI12 AI53 GAMBLE, M.
4663 C210 NTI ACKERMAN, L.
4663 MI00A BOEING STINNETT, T.
4663 MI01 EO34 WADE, B.
4663 M201 EO34 WADE, B.
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COMM CENTER 4207/B-4 0255 M. HETRICK
4663 109B EO34 HART, P.
4663 280A SA71 FUNDERBURK, B.
4666 125 EP64 MARONEY, S.
4666 250 EP55 CHRISTENSON, R.
4666 345 EP73 RYLANT, W.
4666 364 EMIl HIPP, D.
4666 371D EP01 BEARDON, L.
4666 398 EP55 HOUK, C.
4674 II3A EP72 BURTON, J.
4674 209 EP75 GATEWOOD, B.
4705 AI00B MMC PHILLIPS, S.
4705 A212 EH52 AKINS, R.
4705 NDE CQI3 SCHEUPLEIN, V.
4707 104 MMC OBRIEN, M.
4707 107 THIOKO GUINN, E.
4708 B32 BAC KOEPPEN, R.
4708 II6B BAC KOEPPEN, R.
4708 117 BAC KOEPPEN, R.
4708 1211 BAC THOMAS, J.
4708 1218 EMI5 BAKER, B.
4708 124E BOEING KOEPPEN, R.
4708 1259A EL61 BLACKMON, P.
4708 131 BAC KOEPPEN, R.
4708 205 MMC NORTON, B.
4708 216A MMC NORTON, B.
4708 220C CALSPA MCPHERSON, J.
4708 223 CALSPA GAMBLIN, C.
4708 237 ROC CARUSO, V.
4708 251 M-DI ROMINE. D.
4711 WII2A EH41 FLOWERS, D.
4712 AI09 CQI3 TALLEY, C.
4712 All1 CT24 CHRISTIAN, D.
4712 B203 CQI4 DAVIS, V.
4712 DI07 CT01 WILLIAMS, P.
4712 3RD FL CP01 MADOLE, S.
4723 109 CM23 BUTLER, M.
4727 LOBBY BOEING DUTTON, B.
4727 102 BOEING WIGGS, G.
4727 107 BOEING MCMILLIN, L.
4727 113 BOEING GIPSON, M.
4728 107 BOEING MILLER, J.
4732 212 ED35 BRINKLEY, D.
4746 129A BOEING VICK, N.



















































































































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





4207/B-4 0255 M. HXTRICK
i00 EL64 CHURCHEY, J.
108 EO23 HAYES, B.
200 EO35 BLUE, B.
203 BAC ELDERS, L.
301 BAC KOEPPEN, R.
403B BAC KOEPPEN, R.
BASEMENT MSI BATES, D.
DISPOSAL OFFIC CN32 SHOCKLEY, J.
EAST TEST AREA EP73 CLAUNCH, L.
TM DOME 822.3 RICH, C.
162 TBD THOMPSON, R.
COMM CENTER N200/B5 EDO R. CORONADO
19 104 EDO ENGLEBERT, L.
200 117 200-7 FURMAN, D.
200 208 200-1 JOHNSON, S.
200 213 200-1 JOHNSON, S.
201 13 200-26 FRENCH, R.
201 19 201-2 BRACERO, T.
202 201B 202-3 ALEXANDER, D.
202A 211 ECO BROUSSARD, D.
203 104 203-6 CORDLE, A.
203 223 203-10 HUNTER, M.
204 I01 200-24 SALIHUE, P.
204 203 EDO SARIAN, A.
207 i00 ETT HALVORSEN, E.
210 112 EDO BROWN, P.




























































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-10
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




LOCATION ROOM OR___GG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
CALIFORNIA
ARC
COMM CENTER N200/B5 EDO R. CORONADO
210 216 T MORALES, E.
211 104 211-3 SCHLAICH, T.
211 239 211-12 HAYES, V.
213 113 EEL CORDELL, J.
213 205 ET MEDEIROS, T.
213 219 EDO BROUSSARD, D.
215 201 AFDO HORN, P.
218 105 SRQA FERREL, A.
219 200 207-5 GOMES, M.
220 207 ETMA COSTA, C.
221 103 221-5 KONO, K.
223 115 ECO LEE, G.
229 206 RT SCHMITZ, S.
230 120A 230-2 MONROE-JAMES, C
233 103 R/C BEYERLY, B.
233 155 233-17 HOWE, G.
233 222 200-24 CHENIER, B.
236 220 236 AVERY, K.
237 123 237-2 TRIARSI, M.
237 203 FAM BECK, P.
239 115 EDO ATKINS, B.
239 211 239-11 ROE, C.
239 359 EDO VANDONZEL, J.
239 422 SSS TIMKO, J.
239A 210 EDO COWINGS, P
240 163 RT FOSTER, B.
240 207 NASADS AKINS, B.
240A 144 240A-4 DIERMANN, N.
240A 144 240A3 THIVERGE, D.
241 116 AH RATZLAFF, E.
241 154 241-2 DOERRE, A.
241 231 AS BRAXTON, N.
241 257 20024 GARCIA, A.
242 204A SGE WEINSTACK, K.
242 229 EDO REYNA, J.
243 I01 243-1 DALEY, J.
243 109 200-24 GLAZER, M.
243 76 2434 YURK, D.
244 LOBBY S BRANDENBURG, J.
244 203 EDO WIRTH, F.
245 139 245-5 WEGENER, S.
245 201 245-3 WALSH, P.
247 214 EDO AGUON, E.
248 243 OMM WILLETTS, L.

























































































































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





N200/B5 EDO R. CORONADO
201 254-1 RIORDAN, D.
202 QUAD S SKEAN, T.
199 OAX AOYAGI, M.
104 260-1 CHOATE, J.
114 EDO OCEGVERA, B.
138 FLS ALLARD, M.
280 HPRL SALLAS, D.
112 EDO TO, C.
202 FI HOFFMAN, L.
B5 EDO CORONADO, R.
B5 EDO CORONADO, R.
207 20411 SMITH, B.
134 EDO HOM, M.
106 234-1 MURAKAMI, M.
104 2401 STEEN, B.
115 200-24 JOHNSON, C.
222 RNS CLAY, S.
TO25 T025 WRENCH, B.
TO19 ISB BRUMMETT, B.
152 TO41-3 YEE, R.
102 200-24 OLFSON, V.
109 258-6 GETZ, B.























































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-12
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMITN'ICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX#
CALIFORNIA
CANOGA PARK
MAIN COL E-2 AAI8 HAND, N.
ROCKETDYNE COL E-2 AAI8 HAND, N.
ROCKETDYNE 009 MEZZANINE CB23 KERR, P.
ROCKETDYNE 1 AAI7 AA25 MULLER, B.
ROCKETDYNE i CL F-4 AAI8 HAND, N.
ROCKETDYNE 1 K6M AC09 WILDER, V.
ROCKETDYNE 1 MIC RM AAI7 AA20 MURRAY, D.
ROCKETDYNE i01 MEZZ/COL.12D49 DB34 ESTERLINE, M.
ROCKETDYNE 102 216-60B LA04 SWAVELY, J.
























TR ADMIN 256-1 GALLMEYER, B.
COMMCENTER 4800/1006 OFI C. WHAYLEN
4720 ATF2 XORR BARR, H.
4800 1006 OFI WHAYLEN, C.
4800 1006 OFI WHAYLEN, C.
4800 1016 XAH BORJON, D.
4800 1023 XAA BOARDEN, L.
4800 1036 XAE CRENSHAW, N.
4800 2002 XR DEETS, D.
4800 2016 X STEERS, L.
4800 2063 OD DUFFIELD, J.
4800 2072 D2072 ASHWORTH,M.
4800 2084 XP MESKE, S.
4800 2120 VITS FINLEY, I.
4800 2151 ATL PUFFER, K.
4800 2205 D2205 HAMLIN, E.
4800 3000 XOR GRIFFITH, C.
4810 MEDICAL UNIT DQH SLEBODA, C.
4820 204 XRS KISHBAUGH, P.
4825 VISITOR CONTRO XS COCHRANE, C.
4826 151 DIETERICH, S.
4832 SHIP/RCV XAL SHIVELY, W.
4834 i00 XOS BABBITT, D.
4837 WHSE AREA A XO HOPP, E.
4838 GATEWAY XRI HALL, D.
4838 LOBBY XRI DOWDEN, D.























































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-13
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK






















4800/1006 OFI C. WHAYLEN
118-10 CONWAY, B.
202 D2112 GERA, J.
SECRETARY'S AR XOS COPELAND, P.
TR27477 XOS COPELAND, P.
MDD XOS BABBITT, D.
ATFI XORR BARR, H.
103 BENDIX HOLT, M.
NGI WALKER, J.
TR42 MARSTON, L.




MDAC Bldg. 17 126 DT CARVIN, D.
NSTS PROJECT OFF N2E38 AB01 ROSBOROUGH, C.
RI $84/E20 FA43 TORREZ, C.
RI 1 N23/611 AA36 PRUITT, D.
RI 1 N30/E45 AA46 FORSYTH, B.
RI 1 N31-EI6 AA36 SEIPP, R.
RI 1 N70E20 AB01 GARCIA, V.
RI 1 S-4-E8 AA99 RAMIREZ, H.
RI 1 S-4-E8 AA99 RAMIREZ, H.
RI 290 SI05-EII FC74 BILDERBACK, B.
RI 305 589/E222 RI/D ALLEN, D.
RI 4S355 W012 DA-37 GEORGE, D.
RI 6 MSR FA43 TORREZ, K.
HUNTINGTON BEAC
MDAC Bldg. 12 3RD FLOOR 12-3 LAVELLE, T.
MDAC 2 A3PI02 LINDQUIST, R.
COMM CENTER 202/212 327 R. WHITFORD
JPL
iii 101B I14B13 CASTAGNO, J.
125 120 125120 ROUSOS, J.



































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-14
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




LOCATION ROOM ORG CONTACT
CALIFORNIA
JPL
COMM CENTER 202/212 327 R. WHITFORD
125 202 248100 CARTER, D.
169 314 183501 SHIMODA, D.
171 B2 202209 WETTON, D.
171 GATEWAY GTWY THATCHER, D.
171 243A 171242 LEPP, K.V.
171 261 171265 CUSTER, B.
179 II2A 179111 WHITE, M.
179 220 AAPO IANURRI, S.
179 225 179225 HORNBUCKLE, R.
180 102 180102 POWELL, P.
180 301 180301 ROBERTSON, Y.
183 208 233200 LOWENSTEIN, C.
183 410 DPM BELCASTRO, A.
183 901 183-90 JOHNSON, D.
190 202L 190207 THOMAS, N.
202 212 202/21 WHITFORD, R.
202 212 202/21 WHITFORD, R.
202 212 202/21 WHITFORD, R.
202 212 202/21 WHITFORD, R.
230 B31A 230B31 ROCHA, C.
230 107 230107 WESTMORELAND,
230 109 230109 HERNDON, W.
230 109T 371 WALKER, D.
230 Iii 507215 SIMMONS, J.
230 207J 230201 MEZA, L.
230 260 230225 LOVE, S.
230 301 371 BOREHAM, T.
233 202 233200 JONES, D.
233 208 233202 DAHL, D.
241 232 241204 WILLIAMS, C.
264 III POCC STILLWELL, G.
264 112 264112 BARRY, R.
264 214 MSA HULL, D.
264 244 FPSO CARTER, C.
264 325 264325 HALLOWELL, G.
264 331 264332 GIFFORD, N.
264 355 S HILL, M.
264 364 264358 ALVARDO, C.
264 368 PPOC GIULIANO, J.
264 443 180401 MCGAVIN, J.
264 456 264456 ANGRUM, A.
264 472 264-41 PICKETT, V.
264 520B I14B13 FOWLER, S.


















































































































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMONICATIONS NETWORK













































































C-011 MATSON, C. 619-534-3460





220 CLVU IRBY, T. 213-363-0093 213-643-1639











STANFORD U. E&R LAB RM 313













FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-16
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
















220-47 KUBLY-DUNNBARN, 818-356-6809 818-449-8676
100-22 HERNANDEZ, R. 818-584-2960 818-584-9945
HF ROLAND, J. 818-354-8051 818-354-1008
264668 SOSA, B. 818-354-1016 818-393-6020
NASA TRACKING ST
REDONDO BEACH




























































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-17
LOCATION
VAFB
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





























C209 LTV SMITH, P.
FOYER OFFICE LTB BAKER, B.
SLC2 CV-LOD KULA, N.
106 SSDMEF CARTER, K.
139 SSDMEF BUTLER, B.
LEVEL 2 65-20 MASTAJO, R.
95183 C03 HIGGINS, J.
16394 MPA-3 VARLESE, S.
95143 AR-I EGGERT, G.
5308 FT-3 BLYTH, P.
300 1555 BAILEY, E.
301 $8076 RIPP, L.
244 D03 KURUCZ, P.
$8071 LEITING, M.
IST FLR 813 JONES, D.
3RD FLR 840 AMORANDO, D.








































































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





CS40 JZ-I So NOVAK
5006 NIE POTTS, M.
5007 NA-I KIRSCH, K.
5034 DP GRUBBS, K.
5065 JF HEMPEL, G.
5086 BFH MARTIN, T.
5111 P2 ALEXANDER, S.
5117 NIE POTTS, M.
5118 DBD-5 PERSON, E.
5137 JM2 ANDREWS, L.
5143 NI STITE, M.
6009 BT ROUILLARD, K.
6021 PT RESPESS, P.
6025 P MANGEL, D.
6035 LMD HEADLEE, J.
6061 XC COSTANZO, T.
6067 XC/CON COSTANZO, T.
6067 L COSTANZO, T.
6079 W NEWSOME, C.
6086 NASA MUSE, S.
6093 DT HARLEY, J.
6093 DT HARLEY, J.
6134 BERGER, F.
6137 XEP BARNES, G.
7002 DA0 WISE, T.
7021 X CHRISTENBURY, J
7062 DT WEBB, B.
7103 XD GRAVES, C.
7118 AEM VITAGLIANO, R.
7137 AD WILCOXEN, K.
A-21 JZ STUMPF, J.
AI5 DT SILVA, V.
AI6 DBE COOKE, M.
112 SB EVANS, F.
116 K ROSEN, E.
125 FED LESANE, G.
126 DBD TROTTA, A.
136 QB RUBIN, M.
137 EM BULLOCK, A.
325S SSP BLAIR, S.
400 MP CAPPELLO, K.
407 MP PASEY, G.
411 MP POSEY, G.
436 MEO JENNINGS, N.
456 MX MANTHOS, B.
468 RI EASTMAN, G.
507 OX LODOWSKI, J.
531 BERRY, L.
536 SSP BLAIR, S.

































































































































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





CS40 JZ-I S. NOVAK
607 RM WATKINS-BULL, E
612F WILSON, P.
647 JZ OCONNER, M.
647D RI WHATLEY, A.
656 RI DIMMICK, S.
668 R EASTMAN, G.
A1 DT MCNEECS, J.
AI4 RI DIMMICK, S.
A25 DT BALES, C.
209 DT LESANE, G.
225E DT LESANE, G.
320 Q:I HARMAN, P.
400 M7 CHANEY, D.
412 MC PUMPHREY, C.
500 OS BRADLEY, A.
512 OS FLESHMAN, D.
568 JZ MANTHOS, B.
625 RS LYNCH, B.
636 DT CATLOTH, J.

















































SL SALVAS, C. 202-358-0315
QS GROSS, D. 202-358-0546
QS GROSS, D. 202-358-0546
FE TOYER, B. 202-358-1110
JZ BOWMAN, E. 202-358-1342
SP WILEY, J. 205-358-2129
JZ MICKLES, D. 202-358-0045
FPH-I ZIESCHANG, C. 202-358-1569
JZ-I MCNEECE, J. 202-358-0060
JZ-I NOVAK, S. 202-358-0070
JZ-I NOVAK, S. 202-358-0071
W-i MINOR, J. 202-358-1921
JBD-3 PORTH, T. 202-358-0171
JBE TEAM, M. 202-358-0553
JR FLICKINGER, J. 202-358-1295
JEC-I STUMPF, J. 202-358-1675
JBF MCCLUNG, A. 202-358-0200
IR SAWYER, G. 202-358-0900
JBE STUMPF J. 202-358-1242
IN MCALLISTER, S. 202-358-0700
JTD GARRETT, J. 202-358-1369
IR SAWYER, G. 202-358-0900
E STEVENS, F. 202-358-2163
FP COLEMAN, A. 202-358-0100
FO MILCULA, C. 202-358-3555

















































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-20
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PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK























CS40 JZ-I S. NOVAK
3V31 JXF RUBINCAM, E.
3X04 JX CARLISLE, B.
3Y04 J DRESSEL, S.
3Z76 JS SWENSON, C.
4BI0 HW SMITH, L.
4E25 HP OBRYANT, C.
4E60 HW SMITH, L.
4L24 H UMBAUGH, B.
4L65 SS PAIGE, G.
4U65 SN SIMMS, D.
4X31 CU BALDWIN, J.
5131 DT ARBUTHNOT, R.
5V17 Q FENN, S.
5W39 QP KARPMAN, E.


































AURA 701 AURA WHITMAN, D.
CAPITAL GALLARY 300E DT WILLIAMS, B.
CAPITOL GALLERY SUITE 304E MV DYER, M.
CAPITOL GALLERY SUITE 450 MP OCHADLIK, D.
CAPITOL GALLERY SUITE 510 JPLCGB EASTER, M.
CAPITOL GALLERY SUITE 650 JPL DAWSON, S.
CRYSTAL CITY GTW 1200 NTT HUNTER, J.
CRYSTAL CITY GTW SUITE 1302 NIS KING, H.
CRYSTAL CITY GTW 1300 NTT HUNTER, J.
DIRKSON SENATE 157 DT PATE, D.
GSA 3205 KMAS NOLL, T.
L'ENFANT PLAZA SUITE 4100 EU MACKALL, J.
L'ENFANT PLAZA 0511 S&T LEE, D.
L'ENFANT PLAZA 100A DT LYONS, B.
L'ENFANT PLAZA 4100A FT SIMS, B.
L'ENFANT PLAZA 511 NHT-I SHEEHAN, M.
L'ENFANT PLAZA 511 CONFERENCE NHT-I SHEEHAN, M.
NAVAL RESEARCH L 327 4153 SANDORA, P.
REPORTERS 701 JB CHANDLER, C.
REPORTERS 802 DBG HAYDEN, W.















































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK


















BIONETICS CORPOR 107 BIO-3
BLOCKHOUSE SLC36 GDSS




HANGAR AE 137C BOC271
HANGAR AE 137C BOC271
HANGAR AM 206 F408
HANGAR AO 200 F308
HANGAR K 208A GDSS
HANGAR L 131 BI0-3
HANGAR L 217 MD-PLN
HANGAR S 204 EGG353
HANGAR S 209 KSC





NSLD 2 321 ZK26




ROCKWELL 1 564 ZK26
ROCKWELL 1 651 ISNI


















































































HONEYWELL PLANT 5 HONYWL WHITE, R.
HONEYWELL PLANT 5 HONYWL WHITE, R.
813-539-4180 813-539-3435
813-539-4180 813-539-5523
FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-22
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
FLORIDA
KSC























COMPLEX B 1035 LSOC
COMPLEX B 130 LSOC
COMPLEX C HALLWAY RIISNI
COMPLEX C 151A KDM
COMPLEX C 151A RI
COMPLEX C 151A RI
COMPLEX E D6 LSOC
COMPLEX E I108C LSO011
COMPLEX E 1123 LS0-41
COMPLEX E 1123 21-12
COMPLEX G 126 LSO081
COMPLEX I BOX CAR 543 TELPS2
COMPLEX I TR 533 31-422
COMPLEX I TR537 TMPC02
COMPLEX I TR539 RTSAFI




EDL 107 HALL MMC-2
EDL 201 DLDSDI
EDL 240 DLDSD2
F5-2151 MAIN OFFICE FH-80
GUEST CENTER 2001 PA-B
HANGAR AM i01 CPPSOA
HANGAR 751 215 EX-AIR
HDQ 3640 DMMED4

























































































































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-23
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROO_____MM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX#
FLORIDA
KSC
COMM CENTER KQ11161 B0C134 T. SAYERS
HEADQUARTERS 2507 SS-EI WHEELER, J.
HIGH BAY 3 2147 OPF ZIELINSKI, J.
HQ 1147 PS-INT BROSS, M.
HQ 1155 SI-PSO JENNINGS, R.
HQ 1161 BOC134 SAYERS, T.
HQ 1161 BOC134 SAYERS, T.
HQ 1161 BOC134 SAYERS, T.
HQ 1215 PA-B HUNT, D.
HQ 1419 BOCIII BRIDGES, K.
HQ 1441 OPAMS MATRAZZO, J.
HQ 1503 BOCII7 SCHAEFER, C.
HQ 1515 BOCII4 KENNY, A.
HQ 1537 NWSI COOPER, B.
HQ 1602 BOC187 HAMM, A.
HQ 1607 EG&G BOERNER, J.
HQ 1645 MDACKS DAVIS, J.
HQ 2146D LSO500 GODBOUT, L.
HQ 2157 ZL97 AMBROSE, B.
HQ 2157 ZL97 DA LA FUENTE, D
HQ 2209 AC HARDY, W.
HQ 2245 AC-IMO LEWIS, G.
HQ 2261 SI-SAT STROBB, W.
HQ 2327 EO PAULK, D.
HQ 2436 SIPRO6 COWEN, C.
HQ 2485 SIPROB NELSON, A.
HQ 2488 MR SCOTT, B.
HQ 2502 BOC136 WALEN, D.
HQ 2519A SS HINDS, M.
HQ 2529H SS KOZMOSKI, T.
HQ 2545 OIG BAKER, C.
HQ 2606 SI-PEI KOHN, A.
HQ 2611 SISAT5 COVINGTON, W.
HQ 2633 SIMSS MASON, M.
HQ 2636A SI/PSO RIDDLE, B.
HQ 2640 SI-PMS HOLDEN, D.
HQ 3107 MK GREGA, S.
HQ 3125 DE-ADM LEUITT, J.
HQ 3153 ESG DAVIS, J.
HQ 3168 BOC175 CHRISTOPHER, D.
HQ 3169 EGG115 HOLLAND, D.
HQ 3188B ZK95 GORE, T.
HQ 3205 DE BRAUER, F.
HQ 3228 SICSD CRAWFORD, J.
HQ 3294 PMO-6 SMITH, A.
HQ 3311 PT MARTIN, B.
HQ 3354 FI06 BLAWN, R.
HQ 3357 ROSUP2 BURCH, M.
HQ 3403 DEPMO3 WINN, J.
HQ 3406 BOC139 KEATON, H.
HQ 3415 DL TEAGUE, M.









































































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-24
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # tAX#
FLORIDA
KSC
COMMCENTER HQ/1161 BOC134 T. SAYERS
HQ 3513 RQ BRETT, M
HQ 3545 RTENG KENT, D.
HQ 3549A RO MARSHALL, S.
HQ 3615 DF-FED MARTIN, F.
HQ 4TH FLOOR PA CAVANAUGH, C.
HQ 4004 EXINF OSBORNE, L.
J5-I198 PAPIB BOLES, D.
J6-2313 3A BOC346 COCHRAN, K.
J6-2377 LSOC SPIVEY, D.
J7-337 106 LSOC BAKER, H.
J7-337B PAD B LSO493 CLEMENTS, B.
J7-688 103 TP-POD DEMING, J.
J8-1708B PAD-A LSO493 RILEY, L.
J8-2009 103 TP-POD DEMING, J.
J8-2009 115 LSO172 WEIGAND, W.
KG-1996-H IST FLOOR LSOI31 WRIGHT, R.
K6 339 BOC002 LARSON, S.
K6-399 2103C TMPCO3 POULSEN, C.
K6-495 II7A THIO LEISHMAN, F.
K6-644 1216 LSOC COLE, B.
K6-696 HB3 LSO493 HAWK, J.
K6-696 1121 LSOC DYER, B.
K6-743 107 33-2A PASTON, R.
K6-744 1109 LSO419 GLADCHUK, S.
K6-744 1210B LSO419 MEANS, J.
K6-744 1226 13-31 LITTLE, E.
K6-744 131 BOC162 MILLER, S.
K6-744 1325B 16-04 BRASHER, G.
K6-744 1430 LSO490 EBERTS, J.
K6-794 130 ZK52 SIMS, B.
K6-894 HBI LSO419 OJEDA, R.
K6-894 HIGH-BAY I MEZ LSO204 STOLEN, S.
K6-894 HIGH-BAY II ME LSO203 STOLEN, S.
K6-894 TOOL CRIB LSO358 BELLOBUON, F.
K6-894 i01 LSO227 KELLY, J.
K6-948 1 SI-PSO JENNINGS, R.
K6-996A i00 SI-CSD JOHNSON, J.
K6-I061 3301E TP-POD DEMING, J.
K6-I096 4401 LSO043 MORGAN, J.
K6-I145 1209 EGG500 HELLER, J.
K6-I198 109 EGG420 TRAYNOR, A.
K6-1200 1144 LSOI6 KOEPKE, G.
K6-1200A I172B LSO330 BRADFIELD, L.
K6-1200B ROOM 1045 LSO218 ADAMS, J.
K6-1200C 1053 ASSI LINDSEY, J.
K6-1200C 165 EGG IMBODEN, J.





































































































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





COMMCENTER HQ/1161 B0C134 T. 8AYERS
K6-1200F 1029 GTS673 PAYNE, E.
K6-1200H COMPLEX H LSO155 CARNS, B.
K6-1200H IIi0 33-10 FOSTER, R.
K6-1247 18 LSOC PYOTT, L.
K6-1247B TR LSO348 RICHY, S.
K6-1247C TRM007 31-422 LINDELL, L.
K6-1247E IST FL RI ELLIS, C.
K6-1247F I00 LSO021 JACKSON, K.
K6-1298 I00 TM-PCO WILSON, D.
K6-1399 IST FLOOR LSO358 HANKO, T.
K6-1547 130I LSO360 JARRELL, E.
K6-1547 1618 LSO360 JARRELL, E.
K6-1547 1626 LSO360 JARRELL, E.
K6-1547 1840C LSO089 BRANARD, J.
K6-1547 2045 LSO363 CHESSON, B.
K6-1547 2580 LSOC MEANS, J.
K6-1547 2830P LSO265 JOHNSON, B.
K6-1547 3530A ZK38 SUIT, J.
K6-1547 3540M RWI SUIT, J.
K6-1896 103 LSOC33 GRIFFIN, J.
K7-1205G 116 PAPIB BOLES, D.
K7-1205G 138A PA-PIB BOLES, D.
K7-1557 7A M-R MANDUS, R.
K7-416B CCF-CONTEL CEN EGG630 GREEN, J.
K7-468 CCF-39 BOC342 MEYERS, D.
K7-516 102B WTC HAWKINS, C.
K7-558 1 LSO164 SCHICK, J.
K7-569 TR743 EEG310 JACKSON, C.
K7-569 112 EEG310 MCDANIEL, M.
LCC FIRING ROOM 1 TPVPD HENSCHEL, C.
LCC FIRING ROOM 1 MK DELAFUENTE, D.
LCC FIRING ROOM 2 TPVPD HENSCHEL, C.
LCC FIRING ROOM 3 TPVPD HENSCHEL, C.
LCC FIRING ROOM 4 TPVPD HENSCHEL, C.
LCC MEZZANINE EGG112 WILDER, B.
LCC IPl0 LCCIPI NORMAN, C.
LCC IPI2A BOC347 JARVIS, B.
LCC IP9 LSO077 POORE, D.
LCC IRII 31-422 ARNSMEYER, T.
LCC IR2A LSO361 BURDINE, K.
LCC IR22 LSO299 MILLER, J.
LCC IR8 TE-LPS SEATON, G.
LCC 2 LSO217 REINHOLDT, J.
LCC 2P12 TELPSI HARTUNG, R.
LCC 2P14 31-422 FELDHAUSER, J.
LCC 2P20 GTSD BROWN, R.
LCC 2R3 LSO233 BORSELLA, J.
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
FLORIDA
KSC
COMM CENTER HQ/1161 B0C134 T. SAYERS
LCC 3PII, FIRING 1 LSO219 DIOGO, J.
LCC 3P16 31-422 VALERIO, R.
LCC 3RII LSO169 HARDIN, C.
LCC 3R18 LSO233 WADDELL, J.
LCC 4R22A TP ROSS, N.
LCC 4R23 LSOI20 RUHL, V.
LCC 4R23 B LSOI20 RUHL, V.
LOGISTICS 3630C TL DAVIS, A.
L5-683 IA EGG610 FELTY, P.
L7-1557 14 EGG MARTIN, R.
M ANNEX IST FL ESCSEB FLOWERS, R.
M&O 185 1180 HERTZLER, D.
MG-486F 236A EGGgI6 GEMMER, P.
M5-1494 130 BENDIX SMITH, G.
M6-39 MAIN OFFICE 296 GRIMES, L.
M6-138 101A CD&SC RAMSEY, J.
M6-138 118 LSOIII BRANDT, P.
M6-138 123 R&E COLLINS, J.
M6-138 145 BOC133 TURNER, T.
M6-138 147 LSO098 BREWER, J.
M6-138 148 SICSD WILSON, B.
M6-336 105 CSCT40 SUTTON, J.
M6-339 1211 EOC009 BELFLOWER, P.
M6-339 2243 BOC003 DIAMOND, P.
M6-342 396 TBC SHAW, C.
M6-486 1206 SIPRO BROWN, E.
M6-486 136C EGG610 RAMUS, M.
M6-486 138 BOC006 OSBORNE, N.
M6-486 169 EGG ZECHINATO, M.
M6-486 185F 1130.2 PETERS, R.
M6-486 200 EGG630 OSBORNE, J.
M6-486E 1102 DFESDI SHOCK, P.
M6-486E 1404 EGG832 MCBRIDE, B.
M6-493 TRAILER 583 BOC MARTY, J.
M6-493A LSOC NISHIDA, D.
M6-539 TR596 LSOI01 FILLYAW, O.
M6-589 112 LSO099 HALE, A.
M6-695A i01 BOC322 MCINTYRE, C.
M6-698 ii0 F868 GREENE, B.
M6-698 114 F661C SMITH, P.
M6-744 129 EGG DUBLIN, J.
M6-791 107 LSO070 JARRELL, D.
M6-848 7B15C THIO HENRY, L.
M6-895 i00 613.8 HARRELL, T.
M6-896 i00 BOC123 RUDOLPH, G.
M7-355 1073 F674 WILKENS, P.
M7-409 148B FI60 LEFFLER, C.
M7-458 TR F474 DAGGATT, B.
M7-502 ii01 F-836 BRINKMANN, D.
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # tAX#
FLORIDA
KSC
CO_ CENTER H0/1161 B0C134 T. SAYERS
M7-502 1415 FIB0 MYERS, M.
M7-502A TR748 CS-IIG HALL, R.
M7-503 117 F822 BRUNSTAD, L.
M7-505 TR457 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 TR627 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 TR740 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 TR740 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 TR742 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 1102 FO54 ATWELL, D.
M7-505 1202 F824 NANCE, D.
M7-505 1411 BOCII9 WOOLFE, J.
M7-505 1413 F8-72 SCOFIELD, E.
M7-505 457 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 597 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 738 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 739 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-505 741 CSGSD HALL, R.
M7-581 ii0 DMMED2 WALTERS, E.
M7-776 TR638 MDSSC MAGUIRE, M.
M7-961 114 LS0352 BANKS, S.
M7-1011 A LSOC BELL, C.
M7-I061 116 TPSOD BARTOSZEK, J.
M7-1210 TR635 CSGSDI WADE, D.
M7-1210 TR636 CSPSD2 WADE, D.
M7-1357 107 CSGSDI HEATHCOTE, D.
M7-1417 KSC LSOI61 SHUCK, C.
M7-1521 TRCONFERENCE MDACKS SALAMONE, J.
M7-1521 115 MDACKS CHAUVIN, C.
NSLD #i 567 ZK-26 PAGE, D.
NSLD #i 603 ZK PAGE, D.
O&C TAIR STATION FG54 HOY, M.
O&C 1020 LSO013 POWERS, C.
O&C 1032 LSO272 TAPP, N.
O&C 1042 LSO025 GREENE, A.
O&C 1060 LSO349 BAKER, J.
O&C 1070 GTDRS AUSTIN, D.
O&C 1082 GSD-II MEDLEY, W.
O&C 1084 MMC-I MCCORMICK, B.
O&C 1096 MDSSC REEDY, S.
O&C 1123 LSO041 PATRYLOW, K.
O&C 1139 ROC-I MANDERNACK, D.
O&C 1143 MK PINCH, S.
O&C 1159 LS0302 ELLIOT, C.
O&C 1183 F270 LONG, C.
O&C 1218 DMMSL2 BLOCKER, J.
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX#
FLORIDA
KSC
COMM CENTER HQ/II61 BOC134 T. SAYERS
O&C 1240 MDSSC BAHUR, R.
O&C 1245 F424 HAYES, M.
O&C 1274 DMMSLI UNDERHILL, L.
O&C 2011C CP-APO BOGER, M.
O&C 2019 CPPSOA WHITNEY, M.
O&C 2037 ACRMOT DEANS, C.
O&C 2049 CM-CAS CARLSON, M.
O&C 2050 CP-PSO MEASE, K.
O&C 2053 ROPAYI DRURY, B.
O&C 2053 RO-PAY DRURY, R.
O&C 2065 CSPSO5 SKIPPER, P.
O&C 2152D MDSSC BECKETT, K.
O&C 2169 F230 LAROCQUE J.
O&C 2175 BPAII0 JESSE E.
O&C 2271 DM-MSL PETERSON, P.
O&C 2274 1120 KUTA, K.
O&C 2279 BAMSI ARCHIE, M.
O&C 2292 MDPLN DUVOISIN, M.
O&C 3006 MDPLN DUVOISIN, M.
O&C 3021 CSPPD3 MCNAB, R.
O&C 3034 SS-OUO OWENS, W.
O&C 3035 ES-EED NGUYEN, T.
O&C 3044 ZK-22 LOUDERMILD, B.
O&C 3050 MDSSC BAXTER, M.
O&C 3060 FO54 CROOKER, D.
O&C 3080 AglF20 HANNAN, L.
O&C 3087 F258 ATWELL, D.
O&C 3165 MDSSC SKINNER, R.
O&C 3165 MDSSC SKINNER, R.
O&C 3171 F804 MASIELLO, M.
O&C 3233 F258 ATWELL, D.
O&C 3281 TPTMSA GUNTER, N.
O&C 4234 SK-SL FROST, M.
O&C 4273D CS-GSD HAGLER, G.
O&C 4286 F-228 JOHNSON, P.
O&C 5523 MDSSC STRICKLAND, L.
OHF 106 BOC005 HELLER, J.
OMRF 2153A OPF DIEGO, J.
OPERATIONS O IPPOLITO, T.
OPF HB-2 LSO459 MEANS, J.
OPF HIGH BAY 1 LSO493 JENKINS, A.
OPF HIGH BAY 2 LSO493 JENKINS, A.
OPF 2002R LSO494 JENKINS, A.
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # TAX #
FLORIDA
KSC
COMMCFA_TER HQ/II61 BOC134 T. SAYERS
OPF 3001B TPVPD2 LUNDE, L.
OPF ANNEX 2049 EX-INF THOMAS, R.
OPF BAY 3 CLOUMN 121/12E LSO459 CARR, B.
OPF HIGHBAY 3 2101J ROORB3 COONTS, K.
OPF-BAY3 2126 TPVPD2 CILENTO, S.
OSB I01 EGG624 GRAVLEY, J.
OSB 1401 LSOC DAVIGNON, R.
OSB 1405A LSOII8 CAMBRIC, F.
OSB 1405A LSOII8 CAMBRIC, F.
OSB 1405A LSOII8 CAMBRIC, F.
OSB 1405A LSOII8 CAMBRIC, F.
OSB 2103H ZL82 POULSON, G.
OSB 2113J ZK88 RUNYAN, J.
OSB 2113J RI RUNYAN, J.
OSB 2301C ROCLSS BETAR, J.
OSB 2316 LORAL ENGLAND, S.
OSB 2403A ZK27 TAYLOR, M.
OSB 2403B RI COCHRAN, K.
OSB 3103E OSB JONES, C.
OSB 3201J 15-01 HOUCHIN, V.
OSB 3307 ZK89 WEBBER, L.
OSB 3309G TE-FAC MARKEY, P.
OSB 4119D LSO245 MORGAN, K.
OSB 4301Q LSO490 HERMAN, R.
OSB 5103E TV-FSD KLEIN, K.
OSB 5201C TVMSD MCKINLEY, D.
OSB 5303D TV-GDS DALTON, M.
OSB 540!A TV-ETD DAVIS, L.
OSB 5401A TV-ETD DAVIS, L.
OSB 6101D ROSTSI RAMSEY, P.
OSB 6101L JSCRO MATRAZZO, J.
OSB 6201B LSOC SLATTERY, S.
OSB 6201G LSO383 PARTLOW, P.
OSB 6210D LSO019 ROBERTS. T.
OSB 6301F LSO156 MCKENZIE, D.
OSB 6303E LSOC LAMBERTH, H.
OSB 6303M LSO012 FARHA, I.
OSB 6303S LSO455 FREY, R.
OSB 6401A TMPCO3 BUSTO, S.
OSB 6401J TV-B WEBB, B.
PAD A BXCR 451 USBI-T MAY, L.
PAD A TRI707 TVFSDI FLEMING, D.
PAD A TR396 THI703 GRASSO, V.
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
FLORIDA
KSC
COMM CENTER EQ/1161 BOC134 T. SAYERS
PAD A 135 LSO382 BRUCKER, R.
PAD A 216 ROSTSI SHEHANE, J.
PAD A J8-1708C WEST SIDE LSOCI5 BRUCKER, R.
PAD B TRI593 TVFSDI HUSSEIN, J.
PAD B TR672 LSO345 DEVLIN, H.
PAD B TR675 THI703 GRASSO, V.
PAD B 135 LSO382 BRUCKER, R.
PAD B 215 ROSTSI SHEHANE, J.
PAD B, J7-337D 3147A LSOC BRUCKER, R.
PAD 39A TRI-714 TVFSD MCCASKEY, C.
PAD 39B TRI-486 TVFSD JOHNSON, R.
SITE TRAILER EG&G EG&G MCBRIDE, B.
SPACEPORT USA 2010 PA-VCO RHODES, J.
TAIR TRAILER 2 PAD-B LSO493 HAWK, J.
TRAILER 008 F-202 CABE, J.
TRAILER 1 PAD-A LSO493 RILEY, L.
TRM-019 1023 LSO317 BEAR, M.
TRM-035 IST FL BOC358 SMILEY, E.
TRM-71011A 23-01 RILEY, K.
TRM051 ZL74 MORGAN, B.
TRM051 ZK52 SEEVERS, R.
TR033 BAMSIS SWANSON, R.
TRI-610 1 M7-505 WOOLFE, J.
TR441 BCSS PERDOMO, D.
TR505B FA47 GERHARDT, T.
TR601 D2131 HOELSCHER, J.
TR615 LSO332 BIANCO, F.
TR704 LSOII6 HARRELL, B.
USBI M206K SK-SRB FEAGAN, B.
VAB MK5A ROSTS2 JENDRAS, E.
VAB MMI2 1740 HOHL, A.
VAB MM3 VK2 WOODS, R.
VAB MM7 LMSC BROOKS, J.
VAB TOWER B/6 THI706 EASTMAN, B.
VAB IA4 LS1610 LUTHER, A.
VAB IB6 LSI610 SHELTON, R.
VAB IB7 TVETD2 MIZELL, R.
VAB IB8 LSOC KELLY, S.
VAB ILl LSOC JOHNSON, J.
VAB IM7 LSOII8 TRUSCOTT, B.
VAB 2K14 MMC-15 RNGOLDSBY, K.
VAB 2L3 6497 MINTZ, N.
VAB 2M15 VAB2M6 IFF, C.
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COMM CENTER HQ/II61 BOC134 T. SAYERS
VAB 2NIB THI703 CARPENTER, J.
VAB 2NI0 80-20 CLOUGH, L.
VAB 2N2A TVMSDI LEVANN, T.
VAB 2N5 LSO283 POTTHAST, A.
VAB 218 LSOC FARMER, P.
VAB 3 BI3 THI706 ROBERTS, M.
VAB 3C4 33-27 POWERS, N.
VAB 3K5 LSO184 FERM, S.
VAB 3M2 5123 SHAFFER, S.
VAB 3M9 THI702 JONES, R.
VAB 3NI LSO291 STEVENS, A.
VAB 3N4 LSO410 MOORE, V.
VAB 5A6 THI712 LUCIER, D.
VAB 6E15 LSO348 BAILEY, V.
VAB, TOWER A 3A4B KSC-FA WOOLEY, R.
VEHICLE ASSEMBLY IB9 MLP MAJOY, S.












































423 $219 EX-NAM PORZIO, P.








JPL TAYLOR, C. 904-432-9625 904-432-9625
HARRIS CORP PMI ZEGEL, J.
HARRIS 1 324 000 ZEGEL, J.
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CONTACT # FAX #
NASA RESIDENT
LSO WEBB, W. 407-383-8611 407-383-0036
LSO496 HENRY, W. 407-383-2200 407-269-7983
LSOC WILSON, H. 407-383-2200 407-269-6214
GILDERSLEEVE, J 407-383-2989 407-269-6208
MMMA PAILLE, J. 407-268-4754 407-268-5256
ANDRES, J.











1022/2 KENNEDY, J. 812-855-2573 812-855-2818
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320/260 3154 R. BARTHE
2-EC56 3006 TAYLOR, V.
EH42 CPII WICKS, D.
EJ41 3742 ROWE, J.
E29 EH29 BONNET, J.
COL KI4 3160 MAGGIO, D.
P-I 3615 STEWART, C.
2-L13 3612 CLINE, K.
D-2 3840 LILLIS, C.
E3 3154 BARTHE, R.
GATEWAY GE SPERRY, L.
115 30-85 NUNEZ, C.
260 MM3154 BARTHE, R.
COL T3 MM FIERKE, T.
COLUMN D8 3090 GREEN, A.
COLUMN L/5 3154 MARQUIS, C.
COLUMN S-45 MMC LIPPS, G.
FINANCE SA39 MUSHIN, K.
P-6 30-51 SEANER, K.
PII 3153 LEGENDRE, S.
U-44 38-10 SURBECK, K.
2 SA-39 WHITFIELD, J.
2-B8 4300 MCGEHEE, C.
2-N2 3300 TUREGANO, P.
F3 4300 BAUDIER, E.
OPS BLDG/1L24A 1L24A P. DULANEY
GATEWAY GE WILLIAMS, D.
P-14 MMMSS FOWLER, P.
131 M GERMAN, B.
138 M RIDAUGHT, L.

































































$30 MCCREADY, R. 301-497-0718 562-844-1003
539.0 SCHAEFFER, S. 301-497-0644 301-497-0700
FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-34
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2G26 404 CAMPBELL, DR. J 301-240-7279 301-240-4805
FAIRCHILD
GREENBELT


































470 HUTCHINS, P. 301-344-4954 301-344-4925
542 W.D. ADDY 301-286-8861 301-286-5009
205.1 OTTERSON, L. 301-286-7233 301-286-2923
543.2 ABELS, R. 301-286-6199 301-286-6877
ii0 LETELLIER, L. 301-286-7594 301-286-2799
200.1 PALMER, K. 301-286-5561 301-286-9127
543.7 PALUMBO, C. 301-286-9986 301-286-9998
662 BARNES, S. 301-286-7780 301-286-9269
694 MCNULTY, K. 301-286-7215 301-286-3271
660 ATKINS, P. 301-286-8801 301-286-9240
660 DAVIS, L. 301-286-6282 301-286-3391
662 KENDIG, D. 301-286-7242 301-286-1611
542 ADDY, B. 301-286-8861 301-286-2402
542 ADDY, B. 301-286-8861 301-286-5009
440 MOORE, R. 301-286-3347 301-286-6540
440.8 QUACKENBUSH, J. 301-286-2731 301-286-3494
513R SCHUMACHER, R. 301-286-6063 301-286-7265
519.1 BROOKS, C. 301-286-7991 301-286-1624
551.0 STRUTHERS, W. 301-286-7224 301-286-1602
510 ROBERTSON, M. 301-286-8878 301-286-4632
290 BURROWS, C. 301-286-9651 301-286-3238
732 MCINTOSH, R. 301-286-3478 301-286-6237
740 PALLIK, N. 301-286-8813 301-286-2376
752.3 KRELLEN, R. 301-286-5822 301-286-3763
726 UNGER, G. 301-286-5608 301-286-1613
407 WOOD, P. 301-286-5108 301-286-2807
480 PAQUIN, J. 301-286-6085 301-286-9229
430 REID, J. 301-286-2083 301-286-2204
402 SCOTT, S. 301-286-9653 301-286-2526
302 SNIDER, E. 301-286-5790 301-286-5489
311 BRODERICK, D. 301-286-5384 301-286-7572
420 DYRLAND, B. 301-286-8881 301-286-2027
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442 BARCUS, J. 301-286-1458
408 DELLAGATTA, G. 301-286-5913
740.4 GLORDANO, R. 301-286-7417
253.1 MOLTERE, R. 301-286-3381
130 RATKEWICZ, P. 301-286-8102
253.1 KELLER, K. 301-286-5737
200 DOSTAL, S. 301-286-8214
543 AUGUSTINE, K. 301-286-4505
400 POWELL, C. 301-286-2593
440 BEARD, G. 301-286-2201
205 ASHLEY, L. 301-286-6296
140 WILDONER, B. 301-286-9181
I00 SEFCIK, J. 301-286-5121
160 FRANCIS, D. 301-286-1089
150 SKARNULIS, S. 301-286-7947
730 LACOMBE, C. 301-286-5118
720 MASON, V. 301-286-7101
700 WALSH, M. 301-286-8776
404 BUSWELL, J. 301-286-7174
287.0 ACEVEDO, R. 301-286-4240
405 BURKHOLDER, D. 301-286-8034
530 CURTIS, D. 301-286-5220
543 TIGNER, K. 301-286-5856
501 MCCOMMAS, G. 301-286-6724
534.4 MORGAN, R. 301-286-8460
713.3 LARGENT, J. 301-286-8664
530.3 DEAL, D. 301-286-3416
530.3 DEAL, D. 301-286-3416
513 BAKER, D. 301-286-6266
550 STRUTHERS, W. 301-286-6226
513 WILSON, B. 301-286-6508
511 FERLAZZO, K. 301-286-2918
513 LEVENTRY, G. 301-286-8625
513 BOOTH, M. 301-286-7284
750.5 STOREY, C. 301-286-6500
440 BARCUS, J. 301-286-1458
420.0 HAMBY, D. 301-286-4412
900 PECNICK, K. 301-286-8601
289 SAGIN, T. 301-286-3734
406 WILHITE, P. 301-286-5201
421 LATHAM, K. 301-286-5426
421 LATHAM, K. 301-286-5426
490 MIARA, R. 301-286-7593
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COMMCENTER 3/N159 542 W.D. ADDY
16W $61 235 BURNS, A.
16W $61 235 ADAMS, S.
17 NIl1 240 FLICK, J.
17 S128 263 EICHLERG, L.
17 $231 270 ROBBINS, M.
18 159 210 ADAMS, V.
18 200D 254 FLEMING, V.
18 250C 210 BROWN, P.
19 N26 726 HARVEY, K.
20 54 728 KOZIRESKI, E.
21 C232 914915 PHARO, M.
21 G69 684 APPLEMAN, D.
21 L200 252 BOGGESS, J.
21 114 680 SCHRONCE, E.
21 166 680 JEFFERSON, P.
21 225 915 WESTBURG, J.
22 G31 920 HULBERT, J.
22 G79C 974 CLARK, C.
22 131 920.1 GANNOTTI, P.
22 210 970.1 RANDALL, T.
22 274 970 SPROUSE, M.
22 334 612 GOLDEN, P.
22 380 910 WOODS, J.
23 ElI0 560 DUNKLEE, K.
23 E149 543 BUTTS, B.
23 N407 520 JOHNS, J.
23 SI08A 550 POUNCY, E.
23 $300 500 STONE, P.
23 $400 560 DAVIS, F.
24 i00 292.2 THOMPSON, P.
25 NI8 513 SCHUMACHER, D.
25 N40 200 FRAZIER, L.
25 S172 562.2 DIXON, R.
26 124 970 RANDALL, T.
26 144 930.2 ARKWRIGHT, C.
26 200 600 GLASSER, B.
26 235 286 WOOD, R.
27 I000 230 TINKER, O.
28 E200 930 RENAUD, M.
28 W124 930 JOHNSON, T.
28 W186 601 ELBEN, D.
28 W205H 630 FORD, M.
29 104 750 LANKS, J.
29 204 750 LANKS, J.
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
MARYLAND
GSFC
COMM CENTER 3/N159 542 W.D. ADDY
79 270 KLIEGMAN, A.
86 I00 409 DAVIS, T.
88 AUDITORIUM 130 SEUFERT, E.
97 34 2059 WILLIAMS, R.
98 I00 440 MOORE, D.
99 i00 602 KRUEGER, C.
201 D 901 PERRY, M.
302 B 730.4 MARTIN, J.
AEROSPACE 510 540 SMITH, D.
TRI0 750.5 TERENIAK, B.
TRI2B HST 440 LONG, R.
TRI7 I 270 JAMES, D.
TR2 42 660 LAUBENTAL, N.


































WAREHOUSE DBE STUMPF, J. 202-453-1810 301-436-3208
4700
LAUREL
RECEPTION DESK UNYSIS GRANT, R. 301-731-8638 301-731-8603
TR200
LINTHICUM HEIGH
1 901 WALLER, J. 301-286-5050 301-286-1636
STIF
SEABROOK
406B STIF HOWARD, J. 301-621-0294 301-621-0134
BFEC/CDSLR SUITE 700 901.2 TOPASNA, W.
BFEC/CDSLR SUITE 700 901.2 TOPASNA, W.
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SUITE 700 901.2 TOPASNA, W.
SUITE 700 901.2 TOPASNA, W.
4405A 4A OGLESHIN, F.
4405A ASEI ALBANO, P.
P142 TA01 VANNELLI, R.
M239 HPO AUSTIN, G.
436 6401 TUTTLE, S.
791 ASRM
ASRM SUITE i00 ASRM
LOCKHEED 538 LH
LOCKHEED 740 LH
LOCKHEED 1 112 ASRM
LOCKHEED 1 140 ASRM
LOCKHEED 1 221 ASRM
LOCKHEED 1 429 ASRM
LOCKHEED 1 539 ASRM
LOCKHEED 2 667 ASRM
LOCKHEED 2 817 ASRM
LOCKHEED 2 904 ASRM
LOCKHEED 731 MAIL ROOM ASRM
LOCKHEED 2087 1 ASRM
LOCKHEED 2087 2 ASRM
LOCKHEED 2087 3 ASRM





















































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-39
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




LOCATION ROOM ORG CONTACT
MISSISSIPPI
COMM CENTER 1201 GA20 N. NEGRETE
SSC
ii00 201 GA-20 NELSON, R.
ii00 207 AN00 MILLER, C.
Ii00 212C HA20 METZLER, D.
II00 235 AERO MCGEEGEE, B.
II00 237A GA20 AUSTILL, J.
Ii00 249 GA20 GILREATH, J.
ii00 260 AL00 COOK, J.
II00 260 BAOO DEDEAUX, P.
II00 263 GA20 KNOWLES, S.
ii00 303 GAO0 KELLY, L.
II00 306 GA20 TRAVIS, Y.
ii00 306 EAOO HERRING, S.
ii00 321 GA40 GOODWIN, I.
ii00 332A NASA PORTER, L.
Ii00 335 NASA PRICE, P.
1103 TU GA20 GALLE, R.
1103 203 GA20 NUNN, R.
1103 213 SVT POLK, M.
1105 B206 BAMSI CLARK, D.
iii0 1 SVERDR GRAY, S.
iii0 129 SVERDR BARROS, T.
1200 IST FL SOUTH QAOO GUIN, K.
1200 208 208A SMITH, K.
1200 208C GA20 BENNET, C.
1201 JA20 BAXTER, B.
1201 COMM CENTER GA20 NEGRETE, N.
1201 GATEWAY GE/GS HESSLER, J.
1201A COMM CENTER SVER MCGEEHE, B.
2105 SVER BOURGEOIS, D.
2204 ADMIN. AREA 6401 HADLEY, C.
2204 ENGINEER DEPAR GA20 CROWDER, F.
2205 MEZZ SRMQA DELOACH, L.
2420 GA20 COOVER, J.
2423 114 HA10 LEE, R.
2436 1 GA20 JORDAN, L.
2436 2 OIG BATSON, J.
3101 IST FL RA00 TURNER, W.
3200 203 GA20 LAURANT, D.
3202 6A20 STEGER, N.
3202 SHIPPING 3202 STEVENS, C.
3300 SVERDR RAINES, M.
3305 IST FLOOR HPGF LEHR, G.
3407 IST FLOOR CTF KNIGHT, J.
4010 FAI0 ADDLESPERGER, T































































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-40
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





















































RMO7 SUMMERS, D. 601-688-2708 601-688-3230
GAZO HEVERLING, L. 601-688-1644 601-688-2932
HPIW FANDAL, C. 601-688-3695 601-688-2945
SA28 EZELL, D. 601-688-2225 601-688-3246
4995 SOMMER, L. 601-688-3247 601-688-3648
SA28 BENNETT, D. 601-688-3086 601-688-3649
GA20 SPILLER, A. 601-688-1025 601-688-3975
GA20 HERRINGTON, J. 601-688-1809 601-688-7025
GA20 CRAFT, K. 601-688-3260 601-688-3079
8301 JARRELL, D. 601-688-3510 601-688-2477
055RMO BARNETT, B. 601-688-1782 601-688-2765
055RMO VINCENT, R. 601-688-2303 601-688-2766
2436 CLAYTON, L. 601-688-1818 601-688-7181
GA20 GILL, S. 601-688-1479 601-688-7742
GA50 RHODE, C. 601-688-1477 601-688-2789
PTO WARREN, M. 601-688-3388 601-688-7881
JA20 CARVER, R. 601-688-3897 601-688-2747
N-4995 BENNETT, D. 601-688-3086 601-688-3241
GA20 KNIGHT, L. 601-688-2253 601-688-1106
AERO TYNE, M. 601-688-7681 601-688-7806
AERO TYNE, M. 601-688-7681 601-688-7535
1105 KLARMANN, J. 314-935-6299 314-279-3326
EOS PREBLE, N. 603-862-1061 603-862-4685
RESIDENT OFFC TR6C NASA TRACTENBERG, B. 609-426-2499 609-426-3943




PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK























114 TESS LEAL, J.
1001212 COM V. REYES
112 RA IRBY, C.
116 271.2 POTTER, K.
126 COMM REYES, V.
212 RE IRBY, L.
102 VITS OLSEN, C.
112 RF PACHECO, K.
1 MM MEYER, R.
1 MM MEYER, R.
IST FLR RE MICK, G.
OFFICE 840 GRZELACHOWSKI,
OP LSOC GOODWIN, G.
146 NGT EDWARDS, G.























220A 640 VELOZA, F.
554 GISS CANUTO, V.









SVERDR MORTON, C. 216-234-2111 216-826-6762
ANTHONY J. CELEB 747 MONFORT, J. 216-433-9460 216-433-9463
FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-42
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
OHIO
LERC
COMM CENTER 142/143 1390 S. ATKINS
3 115 3-2 PAPPAS, E.
3 13 3-11 CAMPBELL, S.
3 207 3-7 CHAPMAN, J.
3 228 3-10 TURZA, B.
3 7 34 NAGY, K.
4 106 4-2 DEPP, E.
4 201 4-8 SPINOSI, P.
5 104 5-9 GUZZO, M.
6 II7E 6-1 SZUTKOWSKI, P.
6 127 6-4 HARRINGTON, S.
6 236 6-8 BLY, J.
7 I01 7-4 SOLARZ, A.
Ii 203 11-2 ZOLO, S.
14 140 14-3 FLORES, M.
21 114 21-9 NOLDER, M.
21 136 21-5 SMITH, B.
21 217 21-13 MCLUCAS, S.
21 7 21-3 ANDREWS, C.
23 215W 23-2 WOLF, M.
49 117 49-1 CAMIOLA, D.
49 230 49-7 HALL, J.
50 104 50-2 KLUBNIK, M.
54 iii 54-1 KASICKI, C.
60 104 60-9 DOMANN, D.
60 119 60-1 CANTWELL, G.
60 205 60-1 PREUSSER, B.
73 OFC 66-1 MARUSZAN, S.
77 105 77-10 DIETZ, M.
77 137 776 BELLAMY, M.
77 243 77-12 MITCHNER, M.
77 304 77-1 MADER, B.
86 105 86-1 RICHARDS, G.
86 206 86-5 HARRIS, K.
86 300A 86-15 ZALEWSKI, R.
86 306 86-14 STOCKER, D.
100 HALL 100-5 ANGELO, S.
105 205 105-1 BUCKWALD, R.
106 104 106-1 PARISH, X.
125 104 1251 EMERSON, R.
142 143 1421 ATKINS, S.
142 143 142-1 ATKINS, S.
142 143 142-1 ATKINS, S.
142 143 142-1 ATKINS, S.



























































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-43
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK






























142/143 1390 S. ATKINS 216-433-6333 216-433-8000
i00 143-1 FRANTZ, G. 216-433-2097 216-433-2112
201 3013 CLAPPER, C. 216-433-6148 216-433-8311
102 302-1 CLINE, B. 216-433-3567 216-433-6106
206 309-1 MANZO, M. 216-433-5261 216-433-6160
106 322-1 KWASNY, E. 216-433-6706 216-433-6006
II0 333-1 GREISSING, J. 216-433-5703 216-433-8410
1131 500115 URBAN, E. 216-433-8038 216-433-8050
1131 500115 LILLY, A. 216-433-8038 216-433-8051
1305 500301 GONZALEZ, A. 216-433-2493 216-433-8701
1318 500321 HUGHES, K. 216-433-2969 216-433-8668
3220 500205 BASTEL, J. 216-433-6678 216-433-8660
3407 500310 SIFERS, K. 216-433-2142 216-433-2480
3519 500311 RYBARCZYK, S. 216-433-8594 216-433-8285
21 501-5 HEMPHILL, B. 216-433-3976 216-433-5473
319 50111 BANUS, T. 216-433-2622 216-433-2629
319 500313 BANUS, T. 216-433-2622 216-433-5489
324 5014 JOSEPH, S. 216-433-6189 216-433-5270
132 AACI SMITH, J. 216-977-7007 216-977-7008
236 501-6 VARGO, T. 216-977-7089 216-977-7125
122 SPTD6 HACHA, J. 216-977-7541 216-977-7545
155 SPTD GETZ, J. 216-433-7501 216-433-7500
LEGAL OFC
NASA LEVEL II OF
SANDUSKY
301 LELAW BALDWIN, B. 216-433-2316 216-433-6790





2870 JOHNSON, D. 419-621-3321 419-621-3269
113 PBS JOHNSTON, P. 419-621-3214 419-621-3236
U. TEXAS R L MOORE HALL ASTRO MUNDORFF, C. 512-471-3350 512-471-6016











PROGRAM SD'PPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





118 LOC MCGEE, L.
SUITE 106 OMNIPL RILEY, C.
I133A LOR MULKEY, S.
105 NOVA CARLISLE, P.
225 IA BENNER, S.
228 PT TOMPKINS, F.



























COLE10 MSF90 ADKINS, J.
442 LB MAST, D.
i00 CC KOSLO, S.
SUITE 115 BD7 BRAND, J.
234 IAI31 MURRAY, A.
6027 FD CUNNINGHAM, M.
134C DS DUNNAWAY, C.
134C DE33 REECE, J.
140 DS DUNNAWAY, C.
240 KA SIMPSON, L.
250L KN-NAS ONIZUKA, L.
112 IG GARZA, L.
200 IA2 MICHAUD, V.







































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-45
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROO___._XX OR___qG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
TEXAS
JSC
CO. CENTER 30M/324 B31C30 D. NERTZ
1 106 JM34 SIMON, K.
1 157 KA TREVATHAN, S.
1 157 KM3 TREVATHAN, S.
1 161 WJS ZAVALA, A.
1 172 AJ BURKE, P.
1 257D KA LISENBEE, C.
1 261 KM LONG, R.
1 317 WE BOX, D.
1 321 MG GRAHAM, K.
1 345 KA LONG, R.
1 403D BOE LONG, R.
1 416 AL DICKERSON, M.
1 421 BL WALDEN, S.
1 462 MS2 MCCREERY, B.
1 466 MS2 MCGREERY, B.
1 466 KA DUNN, T.
1 472 MJ DAMEWOOD, C.
1 515E WC THORNE, D.
1 518 WA/RI WOOD, B.
1 522 WA AUTHIER, M.
1 544 RSO EPPERSON, M.
1 562 GA2BV DURAND, J.
1 580E GA PARNELL, J.
1 615E VAIII COENNEH, D.
1 621 VP ALEMAN, R.
1 657 VA SMITH, F.
1 660 GMI3 TOWNSEL, O.
1 660A GMI3 TOWNSEL, O.
1 661E VG ALEMAN, R.
1 670 VN2 CROOM, D.
1 672 VH BASS, C.
1 715 TA RAMIREZ, V.
1 742 TJ4 MORRIS, E.
1 761 TM4 POWELL, A.
! 780 TJ4 MORRIS, E.
1 805 JM34 POUZAR, J.
1 817A BA NORDIN, M.
1 818 JSC ZUPANCIC, G.
1 821B CA KEMP, E.
1 824C IA BELL, C.
1 850J SA WINDHAM, R.
1 861 NA DERBONNE, R.
1 878 DA HERNANDEZ, R.




























































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-46
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # _AX #
TEXAS
JSC
COMMCENTER 30M/324 B31C30 D. NERTZ
1 931 AP PEREZ, R.
1 955 AC GARNER, I.
1 970 AH MOORE, P.
2 139 NESBITT, S.
2 189 AP3 BIGGS, C.
4 1036 DA FERRING, M.
4 210 DG HUEPERS, G.
4 3010A CB DEMERS, G.
4 3026 BOMBURG, B.
4 342 CA GARZA, P.
4 354 CA3 HERNANDEZ, K.
5 119 DG AUSTIN, B.
7A 147 MSEC MAYS, D.
7A 206 EC6 SHERMAN, D.
7A 239C MSEC MAYS, D.
7A 326 EC6 MARTEN, S.
8 i01 JL2 CLINTON, S.
8 II01 SD26 PANDER, L.
8 142 SD BELLFORE, D.
8 174 JL3 HOLLAND, J.
8 218 JL SQUIRES, R.
8 244C JL3 KESTERSON, B.
9 HALLWAY JH/2 DAVIS, T.
9 144 BR&JH COGAN, N.
9A 2102 SP521 ROBERTS, H.
9NE 3118 ER5 HARVEY, L.
i0 204 RDI PEAVY, C.
i0 221 JH511 DEASON, C.
ii 127 SULLIVAN, T.
12 105B FDII BARRINGER, C.
12 167 PT4 STOKES, K.
12 242 PT3 RAMEY, W.
12 258 PT34 FULTON, M.
12 258A M71 YOUNG, B.
12 279 PT3 HINTON, C.
12 285 DA3 WHITE, D.
12 285A PT3 JURGENSEN, J.
12 293 PT BROWN, W.
13 146 ES MOONEY, M.
13 207 VA MCCAGHREN, B.
13 211 EG MOONEY, M.
13 227 EK PARKER, K.
13 236 EB BRADLEY, K.
14 106 EE WALKER, L.
15 112 EP GORDNER, M.
15 166 EP2 SMITH, D.

































































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-47
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX#
TEXAS
JSC
COMM CENTER 30M/324 B31C30 D. MERTZ
15 205 SP GUERRA, M.
15 3001 NA MCCULLOUGH, B.
16 105 EG MINER, E.
16 134 EG CRITELLI, S.
16 156A ES ROMERE, P.
16 210 ET LAWRENCE, J.
16 220 ER3 WILLIAMS, S.
16 232 EK PARKER, K.
16 246 EK PARKER, K.
16 260 EK2 PARKER, K.
16A 1128 WOLF, L.
16A 2128 ANDERSON, B.
17 GATEWAY 117 GE ALBERTIE, S.
17 1063 JL3 HOFFMAN J.
17 1065 C09 BUDZIK, T.
17 2026 VITS FORTSON, G.
17 203 EA DRAUGHTON, C.
17 215 BR MITCHELL, D.
17 228 CO7A HOCUTT, W.
17 252 FM WYATT, J.
17 268 SA HOLMES, K.
29 158 SP PADGETT, S.
29 202 DH6 HENRICHSEN, V.
30 1007 DP5 TATUM, M.
30 1012 DA3 WHITE, D.
30 I052B DP NELSON, C.
30 I0693 WEBER, G.
30 2014 DA MORGAN, L.
30 2051 DAI4 DUNAWAY, C.
30 2061 DA COX, M.
30 210 DM KOCHAN, C.
30 2104 DA SCOTT, L.
30 217 DH6 GALPIN, R.
30 235 MJ STRIPLING, M.
30 236 TCI2 MATTHEWS, A.
30 240 DH44 GOURDINE, J.
30 3014 DK WALLACE, J.
30 3100 VF REID, S.
30 3100 VF REID, S.
30 324 B31D30 DANIEL, R.
30 324 B31D30 DANIEL, R.
30 324 B31D30 DANIEL, R.
30 343 DG AUSTIN, B.
30A I064A BA MAYS, D.
30A 3048 DM KOCHAN, C.































































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-48
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
TEXAS
JSC
COMM CENTER 30M/324 B31C30 D. MERTZ
30M 324 B31C30 MERTZ, D.
30M 324 B31C30 MERTZ, D.
30M 324 B31C30 MERTZ, D.
30S 2334 JM34 MORGAN, L.
30S 3327 DA THOMAS, M.
31 109 SN3 POTTER, A.
31 148 SNI4 MCKAY, D.
31 209 SN2 PITTS, D.
32 138 TJ3 SHEPARD, E.
32 214 ER JARRELL, G.
32A 1003A SP ASMUSSEN, E.
35 lAW DH43 BROWN, E.
35 ii0 DH BROWN, E.
35 219 ZRI ABREU, K.
36 1006 GM WELDON, A.
36 1006A ND323 LEWALLEN, L.
36 I010 GE SEARCY, J.
36 132 SE ROSS, J.
36 2025 GE RITCHIE, B.
37 119 SD PETROVICS, M.
37 126A SD2 SCHERR, G.
37 165 SD5 PETROVICS, M.
39 III FD PETROVICS, M.
41 103 SP PETROVICS, M.
44 2TI EE COLES, R.
44 202 PT3 WALKER, L.
45 i01 JM HUDGINS, C.
45 ii0 HAYES, G.
45 146 AH3 WILLIAMS, C.
45 211G JS MARSELLA, G.
45 249 JM HOMAN, C.
45 302 VA ALEMAN, R.
45 315 VF3 FORBES, M.
45 315 VF3 FORBES, M.
45 410C BB ERNULL, J.
45 417 BF CHILDRESS, D.
45 443 BE KEEL, A.
45 448 BC KUNKULL, N.
45 504 BY MOLINA, A.
45 522 POB ALLEN, D.
45 529 BD3 ALLEN, D.
45 534 BD3 ALLEN, D.
45 548 BD REID, D.
45 623 LOC MCCULLOUGH, B.
45 712F JJ/JN MORRIS, C.
45 747 JD MORRIS, C.

































































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-49
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK













































30M/324 B31C30 D. NERTZ
125Q LOC NORMAN, J.
210 CC5 BOMBOY, P.
203 SULLIVAN, T.
106 LOC STUBBS, J.
133 ND23 GOLDSTEIN, P.
32 JM88 O'DONOHOE, K.
I01 SN31 PETROVICS, M.
106 AH611 GOMEZ, T.
IIi CB DENERS, G.
123 SN TOWNSEND, J.
i01 SE36 LUTZ, G.
i00 LOC OSER, K.
i01 PENA, M.
102 NWA BOOTH, R.
I00 CA2 SCHNECKENBURGER
104 CC3 GERMAN, G.
204 CC SHRUM, M.
103 FDS SIMMS, S.
101C PANAM FRAZER, G.
100A JF SALAS, K.
II4A EP6 MCCOMBS, B.
128 JF HICKMAN, J.
155 JF MUELLER, M.
105 KAVACEVICH, J.
108 JA BELLMYER, E.
i01 JL3 BARKLEY, C.
218 CC MERCHANT, E.
100 CC MEIDER, M.
106 PA PARNELL, J.
229 SD2 GLAISYER, H.
138A TBI4 GIBSON, B.
NI62W81 RSOC FERNANDEZ, T.
N96W56 RSOC FERNANDEZ, T.
221 RI CLYMER, S.
121 DH4 CANADA, H.
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FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A:50
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK















COMM ROOM $42 FURMAN, B.
WING A K-68 THOMPSON, G.
2ND FLR K-68A NIELSEN, S.
















SUITE 1302 X ERICKSON, C.
SUITE 1200 C ROCK, K.
1410 AS ABBOTT, J.
1501 AS ABBOTT, J.













SUITE 300 ARCPSG BROWNE, L.
COMM CENTER 1213/142 MSD P. DeWITT
582 103 FMD CROWE, L.
641 103 ACK SMITH, C.
641 124 LHEED KELLY, P.
643 108 FAB BULLOCK, K.
648 101 SDYD MURPHY, B.
I130T TR2 COLLINS, D.
1146 117 PAB BERRIER, B.
1148 132 MMB GILCHRIST, D.




























































PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK





1213/142 MSD P. DeWITT
201 RIAD HILLARD, K.
105 MSD BALES, B.
203 187 JENKINS, L.
218B BDSD ELLIOTT, K.
224 OIG WITHROE, P.
201 OPS ELEY, A.
116 R WILSON, A.
100B SEB PERRIN, P.
108 426 ROTH, L.
122 FMD ANTILL, A.
I01 3-80 BATTEN, C.
210 FMD,AB LINK, P.
169 ICASE TODD, E.
183 ROWLAND, L.
312 185 LYNCH, A.
103 AD, PB URQUHART, L.
159 AD, PB PETRINE, D.
223 126 JONES, B.
113 134 FISCHER, C.
117 ACD SYCH, K.
160 138 SYCH, K.
255 141 ANDERSON, G.
136 RIAD THWAITE, S.
243 CNSB SHOLES, K.
252 ACD MUSTAIN, R.
106 OSD TERWILLIGER, B.
218 493 ANDREWS, D.
102 ACD CUCURA, S.
106 ACD FERRELL, J.
108 ACD BOOTH, D.
II5A 497 COVINGTON, J.
101 ACD DAVIS, L.
147 471 RELEFORD, A.
162 LEC RYAN, L.
207 479 ROWELL, L.
224 ISD EBY, C.
247 476 OVERBAY, A.
248 FED KNUTSON, G.
207 188M ELLIS, S.
108A IRO DUDLEY, J.
HALLWAY 3-80 BATTEN, C.
208 AD SUTHERLAND, L.
102 ACD HINES, D.























































































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-52
LOCATION
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK




ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT # FAX #
VIRGINIA
LARC
COMM CENTER 1213/142 MSD P. DeWITT
1209 i00 SE&O NEIL, J.
1209 131A SED BELSCHES, C.
1209 150 441 RAGSDALE, G.
1209 151A FED HOWARD, P.
1209 187 FEB BALL, W.
1209T 132A SEABOLT, P.
1211 127 ACD SHORTT, D.
1212 109 285 SUMMERFIELD, D.
1212 127 SAB CROOM, T.
1213 139 296 SHELTON, W.
1213 141 MSD DEWITT, P.
1213 142 MSD DEWITT, P.
1213 142 MSD DEWITT, P.
1214 104 454 JENKINS, L.
1215 103 166A SMITH, J.
1215 214 ASD JOHNSON, S.
1219 i01 UAO GREEN, M.
1219 IliA PRD MIGNEAULT, J.
1219 121 SE&O CHANEY, S.
1219 128 105 LILY, S.
1219 204 FLTSYS WILT, C.
1219 211 DIR FRYER, B.
1219 216 II8ACD GARDNER, J.
1219 221 AERODR WHITEHEAD, P.
1219 229 SPACE VON WALD, B.
1219 232 SPACE SPELLMAN, T.
1219 3RDFL HALL OEA VERNIEL, P.
1219 306 EXT. HENRY, K.
1220 114 ISD MCPEEK, M.
1220 224 152D ALLEN, L.
1221 i01 FMD CARY, A.
1221A 240 ACOD SEINER, J.
1221B 148 166A JOHNSON, V.
1222 101A CONF. VERNIEL, P.
1222 112 496 RYAN, L.
1224T TRAILER 2 365 RANKIN, J.
1225 103 AMDS FARRIARI, F.
1225 204 CRS MURPHY, P.J.
1228 i00 MSD BOULAIS, S.
1229 II0 CSI SHERMAN, K.
1229 122D 242 WYNNE, E.
1229 132 UVA TORIAN, M.
1229 146 SMD JACKSON, C.
1229 202 244 EUTSLER, B.
1229 236 243 MALENFANT, M.
1229 246 IRD OSBORNE, J.































































































































































235 HALL, M. 804-864-4755
DMB WILLIAMS, P. 804-864-4775
IRD RAMSEY, R. 804-864-4970
SSD PITTS, M. 804-864-4451
366 BROWN, P. 804-864-4406
OSD EVANS, G. 804-864-4570
SD ROCKEY, A. 804-864-7066
AAD WEISS, P. 804-864-5116
366 BROWN, P. 804-864-4406
FD, ETB FERGUSON, L. 804-864-5440
AAD WORTH, C. 804-864-5901
ATOPSP HOGGE, M. 804-864-3843
FAD MESSIER, B. 804-864-3857
257 HARRIS, K. 804-864-3824
FAD JOYCE, L. 804-864-6737
AUSTIN, F. 804-864-5864
FAD CLAUD, A. 804-864-6399
SSFO MORRIS, C. 804-864-1927
AV/JRP TAYLOR, M. 804-864-3961
255A ZELLERS, D. 804-864-3875
SET0 PERRY, B. 804-864-8200
PMD SNEAD, C. 804-864-5540
EMB SIMPSON, B. 804-864-2224
FMD JOHNSON, G. 804-864-5705
424 PRICE, S. 804-864-5621
ASD REID, A. 804-864-5386
420 CREDLIN, J. 804-864-5667
401 SMITH, G. 804-864-5379
475 MCCAULEY, S. 804-864-2670
ASD DUKE, J. 804-864-2697
ASD-TS HAGGARD, K. 804-864-5962
408 BROWN, A. 804-864-5221
AAD HARRELL, C. 804-864-5568
AVD VIA, J. 804-864-6512
410 LAWSON, S. 804-864-6515
186 HORNBERGER, R. 804-864-1327
SDYD HAWKS, T. 804-864-1301
ALB HURST, D. 804-864-1359
SMD CAMARDA, C. 804-864-5436
ACD HALL, J. 804-864-7350
ACD PAYNE, L. 804-864-7352
157A SMITH, T. 804-864-6516
ACD NAGELE, J. 804-864-6632
ACD BRUCK, H. 804-864-6024
FMD STRICKLAND, S. 804-864-6664
ACD DEYERLE, P. 804-864-6962
ACD NOLAN, J. 804-864-7352



















































FTS - FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM A-54
LOCATION
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1213/142 MSD P. DeWITT
2119A BURGE, W.
2148 SCD KORNEGAY, E.
1211 157D LOVELL, R.
113 MD SHEETS, B.
226A MD SMITH, C.
102A MARKS, G.
235 297 HANKS, B.
I0! 497 HAWKS, T.
106A ACD ALLEN, L.
108 FED,EB BAILEY, B.
223 FORD, D.
20 356 APELT, P.
205 HTO NAPIER, B.
212 PROJ CAREY, C.
231 353 BEACHAM, L.
7 352 SCHMIDT, P.
200 POQ V. FRATEILO, D.
OPS & BRIEFING 156A STEINMETZ, G.
SUITE 213 MSI TAYLOR, M.
122 LDEFPO MARTIN, G.
















































138 DAVENPORT, M. 703-487-7043













550 LATYAK, J. 703-487-7139
550 LATYAK, J. 703-487-7139
SSI LATYAK, J. 703-487-7139
DSO ALCALDE, S. 703-487-7292
SSR BACCA, J. 703-487-7608
SSO LATYAK, J. 703-487-7139
DSO ANREASSEN, N. 703-487-7389
KIKTA, B. 703-487-7070
MSF-3 PETITT, L. 703-487-7241
MSU LATYAK, J. 703-487-7139
MSU DELO, A. 703-487-7276
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ROOM ORG CONTACT CONTACT #
1417 B. KZKTA 703-487-7070
2201 MSO ZAROU, M.
2201 MSO ZAROU, M.
2204 VITS ZAROU, M.
2326 SSS LATYAK, J.
2431 MSF-3 LYONS, J.
2435 MSS-I LYONS, J.
3016 MS JENKINS, N.
3121 SS2 LEWIS, F.
3134 MRC LATYAK, J.
3325 MSO2 FRAZIER, J.
3334 MSX LATYAK, J.
3406 SS0 LATYAK, J.
DBSI0 CORTEZ DOCKUM, M.
510 TMISIC GILLINGH;h_f, G
512 TMISIC GILLINGHAM, G
513 TMISIC GILLINGHAM, G
514 TMISIC GILLINGHAM, G
515 TMISIC GILLINGHAM, G
516 TMISIC GILLINGHAM, G
518 TMISIC GILLINGHAM, G
518 TMISIC GILLINGHAM, G
F2/102A 882.1 M. GEORGE
102 833.3 BRIMER, C.
N226 831.0 BARRINEAU, C.
$216 273.0 PETIT, J.
i01 110.3 ESTES, N.
LIBRARY/105 250.9 EDDY, B.
201 211.3 BOWDEN, S.



































































F2/lO2A 882.1 M. GEORGE
i01 800 CHESSER, M.
308 244.0 JESTER, D.
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TBD WAITE-SCHUSTER, 608-263-8890 608-263-6738
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Auto-Dial
Ames Research Center
American Standard Code for Information Interchange
bits per second
Consultative Committee on International Telephone
Telegraph
Direct Distance Dialing
Dryden Flight Research Facility
Federal Telecommunications System










Marshall Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
Network Management Center
Network Management Control System








Space Station Freedom Program Office
Transmit Terminal Identification
Vandenberg Air Force Base
Wallops Flight Facility
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APPENDIX C
NASA PSC REPRESENTATIVES AND BOEING PSCN SITE MANAGERS
",w4
NASA PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS SITE REPRESENTATIVES
The NASA Program Support Communications (PSC) Site Representatives are designated contacts at
each site who coordinate to obtain and provide that center with PSCN services.
NASA Mail FTS/
Center Representatives Code Number
ARC W.P. Jones 233-17 415/604-6482
DFRF D.A. Dowden D-4838 805/258-3006
GSFC R. Mazur 543 301/286-5856
NASA HQ J.E. McNeece JZ-1 202/358-0060
JPL D.L. Gallop 602-145 818/354-3852
JSC J.D. White PT3 713/483-7647
KSC D.V. Brown EX-IN F 407/867-7293
LaRC J. Nolan 124 804/864-7352
LeRC M. Heryak 142-1 216/433-9395
MAF J.G. Whitfield SA39 504/257-2627
MSFC M.W. Kleminsky AI53 205/544-0134
SCC B.L. German AD01 504/646-7214
SSC F.A. Patterson GA20 601/688-1933
SSFPO J. Latyak SSO 703/487-7139
VAFB T. Oglesby EX-KVR 805/734-8282
WFF R. Mazur 543 301/286-5856
WSTF D.R. Visness RC 505/524-5154
O-1
BOEING PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS PSCN SITE MANAGERS
The Boeing Program Support Communications (PSCN) Site Managers are support personnel at each
NASA center who assist the NASA PSC Site Representatives in requesting and implementing PSCN
services.
Boeing Mail FTS/
Center Site Manaqers Code Number
DFRF/JPL/VAFB
ARC M.W. Burgess 233-18/Boeing 415/604-4016 or
805/734-8232
G.W. Breazier 601-108 805/258-3523
818/354-0150
805/734-8232
GSFC/WFF J.C. Elswick 543 301/286-8501 or
301/286-6199
M.R. Sheehan JZ-1/Boeing 202/453-1764
W.P. Ramey PT3 713/483-7544
L.J. Grimes BCSS/KSC 407/867-7726
C.H. Russell 296 804/864-7647
R.T. Grant 142-1 216/433-8946
E.V. Krom 1200 205/544-2063
H.L. Ridaught Boeing 504/646-7208
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FACSIMILE CHANGE FORM
The designated Point-of-Contact for each facsimile machine is responsible for
promptly notifying Configuration Management of any move/change associated with
the facsimile machine. The reporting of this data directly affects the accuracy of
the Geographic Station Listing in this directory. A Facsimile Change Form has
been attached at the back of this directory for convenience in submitting changes.
--w,¢
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATION NETWORK
FACSIMILE CHANGE FORM
Please complete this form and fax to Configuration Management at 205/544-6063, or you may call in changes






If you have questions, you may dial 205/544-6072 for assistance.
If your facsimile machine is located off-site, which NASA site are you affiliated or funded by:























Contact Phone Number ( )
Contact Name:
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DISTRIBUTION
Ames Research Center
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Marshall Space Flight Center
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Marshall Space Flight Center (continued)
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J














Vandenberg Air Force Base
NASA/KSC VLS Resident Office
P.O. Box 425
Lompoc, CA 93436
KSC Resident Office/l'. Oglesby
KSC Resident Office (BCSS-PSC)/M.W. Burgess
PSCN Gateway
Wallop Flight Facility
Wallop Island, VA. 23337
BCSS/J. Elswick
WFF/V. Tedder
White Sands Test Facility




One to each station listed herein
_' U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1992--631-060/60181
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